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Fires set in Bohn Hall
by Dennis Bloshuk
Four “ intentionally set” 
fires, which have occurred over 
a 24 hour period in Bohn Hall, 
have caused “ worry and 
concern” among the admini­
stration, campus police, and 
students.
“ I’m very disturbed and 
c o n c e rn e d  a b o u t th is  
situation,” Jean M. Arm­
strong, dean o f student affairs, 
said. “ And we w ill do 
everything we can to protect 
the safety and security- o f our 
students,” she added.
In response'to the recent 
fires, Raymond M. Stover, 
director of housing, has issued 
a memo to the dorm residents 
concerning the steps being 
taken to catch the sperson(s) 
.responsible for the fires: the 
restriction o f guests after 7 pm, 
extensive investigations by the 
State Arson Unit, Clifton fire 
department, and the campus
police, stricter sign-in policies, 
student staff patrolling the 
building, and cooperation from 
the residents.
According to Sgt. Charles 
Ciiblin o f the campus police, 
the first two fires occurred 
early Monday morning at 
12:45 am and 2:56 am. Both of 
these fires, lie said. Were located 
in the same area—on the sixth 
floor near the laundry room.
Ciiblin added that on that 
same day another suspicious 
fire was reported at 6:09 pm 
from that same area; while the 
fourth fire occurred in the 
laundry room o f the fifth floor 
at 12:06 am Tuesday morning.
Janet Buckeiew, the resident 
assistant (R A ) on the sixth 
floor, said that the all-girl floor 
was “ a little nervous,” but was 
“ pulling together”  despite the 
situation. “ M y first reaction to 
the fires,”  she said, “ was to get 
my residents out.”
In an attempt to apprehend 
the pcrson(s) responsible, 
Armstrong has placed a guest 
restriction policy that was 
effective after 7 pm on 
Tuesday. After 7 pm, no 
guests were allowed in the 
building and those already in it 
were requested to leave. 
Armstrong said it would be 
decided later whether or not to 
extend rhe restriction of guests 
to Bohn Hall.
Cathy Muirooney, an RA 
on rhe 1 2 th floor, said that all 
the RAs in Bohn were getting 
together to help keep the 
residents as calm as possible. 
She added that many o f the 
floors held meetings on 
Monday night to tell the 
residents to be alert for anyone 
who may be suspicious 
looking.
Muirooney said that the 
response of the residents so far 
has been “ rea lly good .
Bayh looks right
by IMora D ePalm a
Former Indiana, senator 
Birch Bayh says that the Moral 
Majority did not have as much 
control in this year’s election as 
they would have people 
believe.
Speaking to an M SC  
audience o f about 200 on 
Tuesday night, Bayh said that 
his defeat in November, after 
18 years in the senate, was 
caused by high unemployment 
and inflation in his blue collar 
constituency. He also felt the 
same problems plagued Frank 
C h u rch  a n a ( i e o r g e  
McGovern, other long time 
senate leaders who were 
defeated in November.
1 he main point that Bayh, a 
democrat, made was that the 
m ovement is po ten tia lly  
dangerous because it offers 
oversimplified solutions to 
complicated problems. “  The 
greatest danger to liberty lurks 
in men of zeal with no 
understanding,”  he said, 
pointing out that rhe Moral 
Majority leaders are too 
narrow minded in their views. 
“ We need more God-fearing 
people in government, but not 
a few selfappointed disciples to 
tell us what is right and what is
wrong.” -
Bayh saw other dangers in 
the movement such as the 
negative approach the leaders 
take in campaigning, and the 
views o f the majority against 
nonChristians, which he 
compared to German Nazis.
Bayh was a guest o f the 
Council on International and 
National Affairs (C IN A ) and 
spoke about the M oral 
Majority for a little over an 
hour. I lis program, punctuated 
by stories and witticisms, 
concluded with questions from 
the audience. He referred to 
Indiana’s Moral M ajority 
leader, Greg Dicksman, who 
once said, “ We will bring a 
r ig h t  w in g  G o d  to  
government. ”  Bayh tossed out 
that comment saying, “ I 
always thought that G od ’s 
angel would fly down here 
with two wings—a right one 
and a left one.”
Bayh quoted the Moral 
Majority leaders and said that 
the leaders do not necessarily 
support certain candidates for 
office, but speak out strongly 
against their opposition. Bayh 
said the movement receives a 
lo r  o f  m o n e y  from  
contributors for campaigning
and then spends it berating the 
opponent. He claimed he was 
considering the opponent in 
Indiana.
“ They have a refreshing 
amount o f honesty,”  Bayh said 
sarcstically. “ 1 'hey believe 
what is right and they tell you 
so. They will say anything 
about the opposition to get a 
vote; nothing is too low to say 
about anyone.”
Bayh told rhe audience that 
pamphlets were printed and 
circulated by the group 
accusing Bavh o f being in favor 
of experiments conducted on 
live fetuses o f aborted babies 
and of being in favor o f 
h om osexu a lity . Bayh is 
opposed to a constitutional o 
amendment banning abortions, {¡j 
In regards to the £ 
homosexuality charge, Bayh <u 
said tongue-in-cheek, “ I’ve 
been accused o f a lot o f things, -  
but I have to admit, that’s a new w 
one.” Q
Bayh said the accusations £  
were nor true, and his Q 
opponents name, Sen. Quail, £ 
was p r in ted  on e v e r y  -c
^ 111« .  Bayh said that Quail a  cnied having any part o f
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Fverybody seems willing to 
help,” she said, “ they’re very 
inquisitive and want to help 
and that’s good because it’s the 
place where they live.” 
Armstrong also expects that 
the campus police should be 
able to resolve this situation 
very soon. “ Since they have 
been so successful in solving 
other campus crimes',”  she 
stated, “ I hope they will solve 
this one equally as fast.” 
According to Ciiblin, there 
are two witnesses and a 
composite sketch o f the 
suspect. He added that this 
situation is classified under the 
NJ Stare Criminal ) usrice Code 
(S e c t io n  2 C :1 7 - la )  as 
aggravated arson, which states 
that “ a person is guilty o f
aggravated-arson, a crime o f 
second degree, if he starts a fire 
or causes an explosion whether 
on his own property or 
another’s, thereby purposely 
or knowingly placing another 
person in danger o f death or 
bodily injury, or with the 
purpose o f  destroying a 
building or occupied structure 
of another, or with the purpose 
o f collecting insurance for the 
destruction or damage to such 
property under circumstances 
which recklessly place any 
other person in danger o f deat h 
or bodily injury.’ ’
This means that a person 
convicted o f aggravated arson 
is subject to up to a S I00,000 
fine and or a five to 10 year 
prison sentence.
This is just a sample of the beautiful ceramic works that are 
on exhibit in the new gallery in Life Hall.
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by M a ry  A n n  D 'u rso
“ If we can’t help you, we 
know someone who can;” the. 
sign on the Drop-in Center 
door said.
The center started in the 
e a r ly  ’ 7 0 ’ s w h en  th e  
psychology club, wanted to 
help people with a crisis. Bill 
Kwasnicki, a past director and 
current staff member who has 
been with the center since its 
inception, said.
With the help o f Dr. 
Sugerman, a professor in the 
psychology department, a 
hotline, which went from 
about- 6:30 pm until the 1 
following morning, was set up 
in a room in Chapin Hall, 
Kwasnicki said. I he hotline 
now runs 24 hours a day.
“  The hotline, 893-5288 or 
5271, runs 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week," Joanne 
Ricci, a staff member, said. 
“ We also encourage people to 
come by the center.”
Though the center was 
originally funded by the Dean 
o f Students Office, it is 
currently a service o f the SO A 
and is funded by them.
’’ Around the end of 1972 we 
asked the college for more 
space,”  kwasnici said. “  I hey 
were hesitant about giving 
more ■ space to students and 
taking away administrative 
space. We went before the 
board o f trustees and asked for 
the building we’re currently in. 
By the beginning of 74 we
moved in and have been 
expanding ever since,” he said. 
The center is located between 
the Student Center and the 
Math Science Building.
Ricci.said the center, which 
is run strictly by students, has a 
“ r e f l e c t i v e  s t y l e ’ ’ o f  
counseling. “ We don’t give 
advice, we just help the caller 
deal with his feelings about the 
situation he is in. We just help 
him explore the alternatives.’
R icci stressed the importance 
o f .the training procedures 
because “ We never know what, 
kind of call is going to come 
through. We want to be certain 
that the person answering the 
call can handle it and be 
effective.”
Current sta ff members 
volunteer about 15 hours a 
week, Ricci said. She added 
that there were always two 
people who worked the night 
shift.
Ricci said the types o f calls 
they deal with include any 
questions regarding on campus 
activities, phone numbers, 
campus organizations, sexual 
health, pregnancy, birth 
control, abortion, venereal 
d is ea se , sexu a l abu se, 
loneliness, depression, lifestyle 
adjustments, or problems with 
family and friends. She stressed 
that the calls themselves were 
strictly confidential.
Kwasnicki said that working 
at the Drop-in Center “ is a 
great medium for personal 
growth. Nothing is foo small a
call."
Ralph Ciiarrusso, director o f 
the center, said, “ Basically, I 
joined because 1 like to help 
people and I find that the 
Dropin ("enter fulfulls. that 
need. One o f the major things 
I’d like students to know is that 
our services are so diverse and 
thaf we arc there for anyone 
who needs our help 24 hours a 
dav.”
The center is accepting 
app lications from  M SC  
students through Feb. 20 for. 
a n yo n e  in te res ted  in 
volunteering their services 
Ricci said, “ Our training 
period will begin Feb. 22. It 
includes explaining our sty leo f 
doing things, role-playing 
calls, and finally evaluating the 
applicants and making our 
decision.”
Ricci said the center would 
be. h o ld in g  a g e n e ra l 
information meeting on Feb. 
16 in Meeting Room 1 o f the 
Student ("enter.
The center has a show on 
W M SCVwhich started Feb. 9 
from 5:45 to 6 pm, called 
Watching, the Wheel, Giarrusso 
said. It will deal with various 
topics that have come up at the 
center, Ricci added.
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A couple of volunteer workers relaxing by a fire in the Drop-in Center 'living room.
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A Limited Number Of Tickets 
Are Still Available For 
Boomtown Rats/Willie Nile.
Class One Concerts is a Class One Organization of Your SGA. 
"Students Serving Students."
Ready and willing to listen
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Winfield Parsons displays part of his solar energy system 
for which he was awarded a grant from the 
Federal government.
Grant stalled
I )ue to beaurocratic red tape, 
,\ISC’s S40,000 solar energy 
research grant received last 
October is stalled, Winfield 
Parsons, director o f the grant, 
said.
Parsons, a professor in the 
i n d u s t r i a I e d u c a r i o n 
department, was awarded the 
grant from the Federal 
government five months ago to 
b eg in  research  in • the 
development o f economically 
feasible solar energy systems, 
which would provide an 
alternative to oil, natural gas, or 
coal heat, he said.
The monies received from 
the federal government several 
months ago are sitting in 
MSC’s (¡rants Administration 
Office awaiting processing of 
the “ proper paperwork 
before they can be used to run 
the research program. Parsons 
said.
“ The paperwork involved in 
simply getting the project 
started on campus is mind 
boggling,” Parsons said. “ I see 
this as a major factor in 
discouraging faculty members 
from getting involved in 
resea rch  p ro g ra m s  on 
campus.”
Research grants benefit not 
only the faculty members 
receiving them, but also the 
students taking courses here, 
Parsons said. “ A  lor of the 
money received through grants 
improves the facilities, the 
quality o f faculty members, 
and also provides for student 
in vo lvem en t in current 
research work,” Parsons said.
MSC grants administrator, 
Robert Ogden, agrees that the 
paperwork is mind boggling, 
however, he stated, “ W ere 
sure the project is in good 
hands.”
“ The primary objective of 
this grant is to develop solar 
energy systems that can pay tor 
themselves in a three to four 
vear time period,”  Parsons 
said. T h e  system employs 
parabolic solar collectors 
which concentrate sunlight 
onto a small area, he explained. 
The heat is then taken from 
that small area and pumped into 
an individual’s home, he said.
“ The collectors are designed 
to operate for at least 20 to 25 
years. I his would then relieve 
us from  som e o f our 
dependence on fossil fuels,” 
Parsons said. He added, “ The 
technology we are developing
combines modern engineering 
and economics.”
Should the research prove 
successful, the completed 
commercialized system would 
probably cost between S2 ,()()() 
to S3,00.0, lie said.
I he system could be used in 
heating hot w ater, air 
conditioning, heat pumps, 
home hearing, and swimming 
pool heating. Parsons said.
Parsons said MSC provided 
I ,()()() square feet o f laboratory 
space for this research project 
( a bo u r S 1 2, ()()()). It is 
inoperable by the research team 
because of a lack of cooperation 
on the administration's part, he 
said. “ There are still no lights 
or materials for refurbishing 
the lab,” he added.
There are over If) students 
from various departments on 
campus that are directly 
involved with the project. 
Parsons said. “  The work 
which they should be doing is 
also stalled as we wait tor 
materials and supplies to get 
moving."
I )ue to the numerous delays, 
several extensions will be 
necessary for the successful 
completion o f the project. 
Parsons said.
Life Hall renovation underway
by D arre ll N itt i
The reconstruction o f l.ife 
Hall into a fine and performing 
arts center is still underway, as 
workmen now concentrate 
th e ir  e f fo r ts  on the 
b xr o a d c a s t i n g s tu d ios . 
A lth o u gh  most o f  the 
renovations were completed 
last fall, two color T V  studios 
remain as the most extensive 
work to lie done.
demonstrated the college’s 
attempt to combine the arts 
departments “ with a minimum 
o f state capital construction 
money.”
Funds lim ited
Donald Mint/., dean o f the 
school o f fine and performing 
arts, showed less enthusiasm 
about the quality of the 
facilities.
practice modules for the 
basement area. I hesc are 
specially designed, prefabrica­
ted acoustical rooms used for 
rehearsal purposes.
Quinn said the money for 
the changes, and the cost to
renovate the kitchen area and 
the cafeteria, came from a 1973 
bond issue. He said that the 
total contract was for alxiur
8730.000 and estimated that 
the broadcasting department 
received about half, or
8365.000 for the T V  studios.
lie  stated that these were 
monies that were left over from 
other projects, bur since a 
building was needed for the 
arts it was put toward the 
renovation o f  l.ife  I fall. 
Construction first started in 
Octolier 1979.
Bayh on 'M ajority'
C o m p le tio n  de layed
H ow ever, according to 
Jerome Quinn, director o f 
institutional planning, the final 
completion o f the new building 
will lie delayed until March 
1982, when all the student 
offices can be moved into the 
new Student (¡enter Annex.
l.ife Hall will eventually 
house most of the classroom 
and work space for the speech 
and theater, music, and fine arts 
departments. Wayne Rond, 
chairman o f the speech and 
theater department, said that 
the major changes are in the 
conversion of the old cafeteria 
and kitchen into the new 
broadcasting facility-, a new 
dance studio, and a theater 
rehearsal space. He noted that 
the new art gallery is already in 
use.
M S C  art center
“ Since we have been 
designated as an arts center for 
the state, this was an attempt to 
get as much o f the arts in one 
location," he said.
Quinn was optimistic alxiur 
these changes < liycausc they
Mint/ said, “  The trouble is 
that there doesn’t seem to be 
any more money to renovate 
this place, so we re going to 
have to leave it as is.” Mint/, 
seemed ambivalent toward the 
project. “ Ideally the whole 
damn place should lie gutted 
and we could start over.
“ They were very good 
programs with bad equip­
ment," he noted. “ And now 
they will be very good 
programs w ith  adequate 
equipment.”
R enovation  adequate
Rond agreed with this 
feeling. “ It’s nor an addition,” 
he explained. “ It just brings the 
facility up to adequately serve 
the students we have enrolled. 
N ow  we’ re just barely even.”
“  There was somemoney left 
over and they said; here, get as 
far as you can with it,” Mint/ 
said, lie  added, “ It could really 
be an ongoing thing, it really 
depends on funding.” He 
stated that additional funds are 
being sought from the state for 
further development. Top on 
his list of priorities is a shower 
facility for the dancers, and 
! ■. * l ; * } *> :
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the Moral Majority.
Rayli often referred to the 
movement as the new right 
during his talk. He said that the 
group chooses moral issues o f 
family and religion to gain 
support. One of the subgroups 
of the movement is called the 
M o v e m e n t  to  R e s to r e  
Decency. “ How can you be 
against restoring decency?” 
Bayh innocently asked the 
chuckling audience.
One of Bay ITs greatest 
concerns is the new right 
leaders’ intolerance of other 
nonChristian beliefs. He 
quoted Dicksman who said, 
“ (¡o il doesn’t hear the prayer 
of a Jew."
He said that Dicksman said 
that he “ felt sorrv” for Jewish “  
people but said if they didn’t o 
see the light, they- would have jg 
no wav of getting into heaven. ^
Bayh made it clear ro the £  
audience that he did not want Q- 
his lecture to be interpreted as >■ 
“ sour grapes” because of his Q 
defeat. I le admitted, “ I don’t 
like losing,”  but said that he ar 
was speaking to us objectively a  
about a serious problem he 
saw, which he felt did not 
decide his 'defeat.-1 le described
himself as (¡od-fearing, bur 
said lie did not need anyone ro 
show him how to prav. I le was 
unsure o f w hether he would 
ever run for senate again.
Bayh has an agricultural 
d e g re e  fro m  P e rd u e  
University, and a law degree 
from Indiana University. In 
1962, he became the youngest
senator ever elected from 
Indiana at the age o f 34. In the 
senate, he authored and guided 
the passage o f the 25th and 
26th amendments, providing 
presidential succession and 
giving 18-vear-olds the right 
to vote. I le is also an author 
and senate sponsor of the FRA 
amendment.
Senator Bayh makes a point during his speech on the Moral 
Majority on Tuesday. % ’ S i ; ;
f  .  * ' 1 '  ;  i  i h  i  .  m m *  ¡  f i *  « i  l x f í o J /
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by Karen M eyers
After a heated debate, the 
SCÌA passed a bill which will 
allocate an additional S820 for 
the senior committee. The 
committee is in charge o f 
graduation, the senior banquet, 
and the class gift. Th e 
legislature argued for an hour 
and a half before the bill was 
finally voted on. The original 
bill was for SI 1 ,()()().
In trying to balance the
budget and cut 
spending, SC ¡A  treasurer Scott 
G a rre tt rela ted  severa l 
proposals that he and SCI A 
president Brian Cige had 
discussed and sent to the 
appropriations committee for 
c o n s id e r a t io n .  S e v e ra l 
proposals include: a Student. 
Union Board bill which would 
bring a five percent retroactive 
cut in the Class 1 budgets for 
the spring 1981 semester,an 
in crease  in lo n g  term
d e fic it investments, an increase in 
SC IA  fees, more revenue 
th rou gh  a d v e r t is in g , a 
minimum fee for Class I 
functions, ending duplication 
of programing in Class I 
Organizations and several 
changes for LaCampatia, 
including a budget cut, a charge 
for underclassmen, and giving 
the yearbook a soft cover. All 
o f these proposals are still being 
discussed.
In emergency legislative
acts, the bill which proposed 
the five percent budget cuts for 
Class I Organizations was 
tabled until the situation could 
be d iscussed  w ith  the 
organizations’ presidents and 
their treasurers.
A bill was passed allowing 
the Spanish club to receive 
SI 68 from the Montclair 
Transportation Authority 
fund for a bus to N Y .
Ron Naples, vice president 
o f welfare and internal affairs, 
reported that there is a very
good chance that MSC will 
nave its own marching band. A 
survey questionnaire has been 
completed concerning this and’ 
will be handed out to students 
in the near future. Whether or 
nor participation in the band 
would become a requirement 
for music majors is a decision 
that would be made by the 
music department.
The SGA voted Linda 
LaManna, Mark Spinelli, and 
Kni Belie as new legislators.
Valentine marriages announced
by M ery l Y ourish
Dr. David W.D. Dickson, 
(MSC president, is getting 
married on Valentine’s Day. 
The 61-year-old widower is 
marrying Barbara Mickey (nee 
(T iles), a professor o f health 
education at Vailsburg High 
School.
Dickson first met his fiancee 
when he was an undergraduate 
at Bowdoin College in Maine. 
He was visiting Boston with 
his roommate, and met heron a 
blind date that his roommate 
arranged. Dickson said that 
they hadn’t seen each other for 
more than 30 years when they 
met four or five years ago at a 
Christmas party.
This is the second marriage 
lor both Dickson and Mickey. 
Mickey's husband passed away 
in 1973, and Vera Dickson
passed on nearly two years 
ago.
“ We were both devastated 
by the loss o f people dear to 
us,”  Dickson said. “ It ’s 
especially hard if you’ve had a 
happv marriage, as we both 
did.’
Two campus chaplains- 
Eather Kenneth Herbster and 
Dr. Alfred Y’ ail—will officiate 
at the wedding, which will be 
held at Sr. Luke’s Episcopal 
Church in Montclair.
“ I haven ’ t s een Dave 
Dickson walk around this 
campus with such a big grin on 
his face in ages,”  Herbster said. 
“ H e ’s like a new man.”
D ick son  p ick ed  this 
weekend for the wedding out 
ot expediency, not for any 
particular romantic quality, he 
said. Mickey has a five day 
weekend due to the upcoming
Study abroad 
deadline set
by N ancy S pencer
March 1 is the deadline for 
applying to the fall Study 
Abroad program. Schools in 
both England and Israel are 
accepting students for the fall 
semester.
Any student may apply for 
the program, but according to 
Nana Dratt, o f the Academic 
Program Office, “ The student 
should have a 3.0 cummulative 
average and two letters o f 
recommendation from faculty 
members.”
Though there are 16 colleges 
in England to which a student 
can be accepted, the student 
does not choose the college he 
will attend. “ Placement is made 
according to major,”  Dratt 
said.
According to Dratt the 
schools involved with the 
exchange program are on par 
with MSC academically and 
are o f  comparable siz.e. 
Students are either housed 
within the dormitories o f the 
schools they attend or other 
college approved housing. 
“ Students nave the option of 
who they want to room with 
and are sometimes housed with 
families,”  Dratt said.
The approximate cost o f 
studying in England would be 
S3,500 for the semester. This 
fee includes roundtrip air fare, 
tuition and fees, and room and 
board.
Tor those students consider­
ing a semester in Israel, the
areas o f study offered are 
Judaic and Middle East studies, 
social sciences and humanities, 
and visual and performing arts. 
The student would attend the 
University o f Tel Aviv which 
is organized on the American
instruction givenmodel with 
in English.
The fee is less, being 
$ 2 , 0 0 0  a semester, also 
including roundtrip air fare, 
tuition, and room and board. 
As in England the students arc 
housed in dormitory apart­
ments on the campus.
The exchange student has 
the option o f cither traveling 
with the group or independent 
o f them, according to Draft. 
“ Some students like to leave 
earlier to travel, and some like 
to stay later at the end o f the 
semester,” Dratt said. The 
airplane ticket is open-ended, 
leaving students the opportun­
ity to travel.
Any student planning to 
study'abroad is supplied with 
information on Eurail passes 
and other discount plans, by 
the Academic Program Office.
There will be a Semester 
Abroad information meeting in 
Ballroom B, on Eeb. 25 from 
1 0  am to 2 pm. A l l  
undergraduate students are 
welcome. Eor applications and 
information contact Dr. C- 
Jackson, director o f intracol- 
legiate academic programs in 
College Hall, Room 306 or at 
893-4431.
h o lid a y s . T h e y  w ill  
honeymoon in the Caribbean 
during the week o f April 18, 
close, Dickson says, to his 
home island o f Jamaica, bur far 
enough nor to nave to visit all 
o f his relatives. “ I love to visit 
relatives,”  Dickson said, “ but 
not this particular weekend.
“ I only do this onceevery 30 
years,”  he joked. On a more 
serious note, he said, “ We share 
not only a New England 
upbringing, but we both love 
music and sports, have a lot o f 
mutual friends, and we found 
that we both like and love each 
other.”
Mickey attended Howard 
University in Washington, DC 
for her BA in health sciences 
and later received her M A  in 
health education.
Dr. Marie Erazec, who has 
been with MSC as either a 
student o f staff member since 
1939, is getting married on 
Valentine's Day — just two 
hours after MSC president
D a v id  W .D . D ic k s o n ’ s 
wedding, although Erazec was 
quick to point our that her 
marriage date was planned and 
set well before Dickson’s.
Erazee is marrying Dr. 
Anthony Baldassarre, who 
recently retired from a lengthy 
career as a language professor 
in the Massachusetts public 
school system. The ceremony 
will take place at Newman 
House.
What makes this marriage 
particularly special is the fact 
that it is the first for both 
Erazee and Baldassarre, both o f 
whom are 59 years old.
“ I was a career woman 
before the days o f women’s 
lib,”  Erazee said. “ I was 
heavily involved with my 
career period. You get so 
embroiled with work that you 
loose track o f the social side o f 
things,” she added, explaining 
that Baldassarre never married 
for many o f the same reasons.
Erazee, a guidance counselor 
and teacher in the school o f 
math and sciences, is extremely 
excited about her upcoming 
marriage.
“ If you had told me years 
ago that I’d be doing this at my 
age, I wouldn’t have believed 
it,”  she said. “ It’s a very big 
surprise to me.”
Another factor Erazee’s 
marriage has in common with 
Dickson’s is that Er. Ken 
Herbster will be officiating. 
Herbster expressed his pleasure 
at being invited to celebrate the 
marriage. He said that it made 
him realize that “ this campus is 
a parish. I'm not just the 
minister to the students. I 
know that all the time,” he 
added, “ but it’s nice to be 
reminded o f it."
Erazee also mentioned that 
the date o f her wedding was 
chosen because her fiance, who 
now teaches at Essex Catholic 
school for Girls, will have a 
long weekend due to thy,, 
holidays. It is “ just a 
coincidence” that Saturday is 
Valentine's Day she said.
The couple will spend a 
week in N Y C  after the ■ 
wedding, bur thev intend to 
honeymoon in Europe this 
summer, Erazee said.
Ladies Night At The Rat 
Friday 
February 13
MUSIC of the 50 ’ s & 60 ’ s 
featuring Roy Rodgers
Slice of Pizza for the 
FIRST SO LADIES 
Dancing from 8PM-1:30AM
I he Montclarion Thur., Feb. 12, 1981. 5.
Dalton shows talents
by M ery l Y ourish
“ I have an open door policy. 
If  somebody comes up here 
with a problem, we won’t rum 
them away,” Karen Dalton, 
SGA vice president stated.
“ 1 sympathize and empa­
thize with the students on this 
campus. I was a commuter. I 
had a partrim e job . I 
understand why they have to 
leave campus as soon as their 
classes are over, and that they 
can’t get involved. I know 
what it’s like to need money.”
The senior anthropology 
\ major was one o f the leaders of 
the student boycott, and is 
currently working on the 
committee that is reviewing the 
dorm visitation policy, to name
just a few o f her extracurricular 
activities.
Dalton said that she spends 
about 20 hours a week in the 
SGA Office. Her duties 
include running the weekly 
SGA meetings, making policy 
decisions with the rest o f the 
Executive Board, and taking 
care o f  the M o n tc la ir  
Transportation Authority 
(M  I A ) funds. The M I A 
account is given to the SGA by 
the state to provide money for 
buses to any MSC student 
group who can fulfill the 
requirements. Dalton first 
became interested in student 
politics when The Mont clarion 
was shut down in November— 
1978. She was convinced to
run for the legislature that year 
and by December 1979, had 
decided to run for the position 
o f vice president. Shcsaid she 
ran because,“ ! really liked the 
legislature. Emotions are 
irrational. You don’t know 
why you do things. I just 
wanted to,” she said.
She admitted that the 
cam paign was g ru e lin g  
phys ica lly  and m entally, 
especially during the last two 
weeks. “ Those were 10 tough 
days,”  Dalton said. “ You go 
through hell trying to show 
everybody you ’ re suave, 
sophisticated, and poised, and 
then you go home and start 
crying.”
The rewards however, arc
worth it, Dalton says. She 
thinks that the job has given her 
“ a lot o f confidence," although 
the first day she took office, she 
admitted, “ I felt inadequate.” 
Half o f the job o f the vice 
president is getting things 
done, Dalton said. “ Onc-halfis 
service and the other is 
a c c o m p lis h m e n t."  O n e  
accomplishment she remem­
bers with pride is the student 
boycott. She thinks it was the 
“ most exciting point o f the 
year. We took on the state and 
won. It shows what college 
students can do when they 
think things out and have a 
good cause. That’s something 
I’ ll tell my grandchildren 
about," she laughed.
Dalton thinks that she has 
run the SCÌA meetings well, 
but she credits last year’s vice 
president. MicheleCìicrla, with 
setting a goefd example. She 
thinks that last y e a r ’ s 
legislature was better because 
“ last year was a more active 
legislature. We had more 
experience.”
She said that this year’s 
legislature is “ doing well for 
sudi a new legislature. They’re 
young and they’ve got guts."
In retrospect, Dalton admits, 
“ I’ ve made a number o f 
mistakes and I wish I could do 
them over again, but that's the 
way you learn. As long as you 
make sure you learn from 
them.”
Job security threatened
The board o f  higher 
education has adopted a 
regulation which would allow 
colleges to remove tenured 
faculty due to financial 
exigency.
The financial crises would 
have to be determined by the 
board o f trustees o f each 
college, the same body which 
would be responsible for the 
removing o f faculty.
According to the Chronicle of 
Higher Education, a board 
spokesman said that though 
mere is “ no financial crisis on 
the h orizon ’ ’ the board 
“ wanted the procedures cn the 
books so in the event that we 
do need them, they will be 
there.”
The American Eederation
o f Teachers (A F  T), currently 
in negotiations with the state 
over their new contract, 
believes that the ru ling 
th rea ten s jo b  s e c u r ity , 
according to James Keencn, 
president o f the A F  T local at 
MSC.
Keencn said that rules and 
regulations are nonnegotiablc. 
" T h e  board o f  h igher 
education has the legal 
prerogative to adopt regula­
tions. What they’ve done, in 
effect, is to change the original 
law, and by doing so, changed 
the terms and conditions o f 
employment,”  he said.
Keencn said that the ruling 
affecting the tenure law would 
have a big effect on the already 
sluggish negotiations. He and
the other state local presidents 
meet in New Brunswick once a 
week to negotiate the new 
contract for the next year. 
“ N ego tia tion s arc go in g  
slowly, as expected,”  Keencn 
ex plained.
As o f last week, Keencn s aid
that negotiators have gotten 
through most o f the contract, 
including the articles under 
dispute. The contracts, which 
generally cover two years, will 
encompass the ’81-’82 and ’82- 
’ 83 academic years.
The A F  T is concerned over
the fact that the trustees could 
declare a financial crisis 
without having to prove it.
The A F  I has planned a 
demonstration in Trenton on 
Feb. 20, coinciding with the 
next board o f higher education 
meeting, to protest the new 
tenure ruling.
Throat' not cut
College U fe Union Board 
(C L U B ) will feature two 
movies next Wednesday night, 
The Ramoncs, Rock and Roll 
High School and Deep Throat, 
for MSC' students with proof 
o f legal age, Howard Tzorfas,
The MSC Jewish Student Union s 
1st General Membership Meeting 
of the semester:
The Myth of the j
Jewish American 
Princess
and other 
stereotypes
presented by Susan Schneider 
founder of the Lilth (Jewish feminist newspaper)
Mon., Feb. 16, 1981 8:00 pm Student Center Ballroom C
Everyone is welcome to join us as this promises 
to be an enlightening eveing. You will find out about 
the J.A.P. myth as well as others.
Refreshments will be served.
chairperson o f the cinema line, 
said.
“ We try to get a variation in 
programing and to get movies 
in demand. I ’ve gotten a lot o f 
demands for Deep Throat," 
I zorfas said. Brian Cigc, SGA 
presiden t, J o e  Scbo lao , 
president o f C LU B , Tracy 
Murray, cochairperson o f the 
cinema line, and I zorfas were 
some o f the people who 
attended a meeting in the office 
o f Jean Armstrong, dean o f 
student affairs, he said.
“ We believed the welfare o f 
the school was not in 
jeopardy,” he said.
I zorfas said, “ I don’t want 
to promote X-rated films on 
campus in any way. I feel 
students have the right to see 
whatever they want. 1 also 
think that a lot o f them will see 
Deep Throat for curiosity’s 
sake. This movie is not 
opening the door to X-rated 
films. I don’t think that would
us
to
be in the best interest o f MSC] 
or C LU B .”
Scbolao said, “ After the 
meeting, I personally thought 
there was no w ay the 
administration would let 
show the movie.
They left the decision up 
B rian . H e  tru s ted  my 
judgment. I am really proud of 
the way the administration 
handled it. They were very 
fair.”
Armstrong said that this was 
a student organization and it 
involved their programing. She 
said the administration was not 
taking a stand on the issue.
“ I’m supporting and taking 
responsibility for the showing 
o f Deep Throat on campus. 1 
think that one o f the main 
responsibilities o f an institution 
of nighcr learning is to satisfy 
curiosity. I look at Deep Throat 
as an educational opportun­
ity "  stated Brian Cige, SGA 
president.
Course booklet 
correction:
This is a correction to the Spring 1981 Schedule of Courses 
book:
Students may withdraw from courses up until March 1 and 
receive up to a 50 percent refund.
The last day to withdraw from classes without any academic 
penalty is March 20, however, no refund will be given.
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DROP-IN CENTER
TRAINING SESSION
Sun., Feb. 22
WE ARE A SER V IC E  
OF TH E SGA 
STUDENTS 
H ELPIN G
STUDENTS
LOCATED BETW EEN  
M ATH /SCIEN CE BLDG.
AND
STUDENT CEN TER
APPLICATION DEADLINE -  Feb. 20
We are a Peer  Counseling, In fo rm a t ion  & Referra l Service 
For more INFORMATION CALL  -  893-5271
STUDENTS OF ALL MAJORS WELCOME
DROP-IN CENTER 
Training Information Session
STUDENT CENTER 
Mon., Feb.16th MEETING ROOM 1
12:00 Noon - 1:00 pm
DROP-IN CENTER 
TRAINING INFORMATION
TABLE
will be located in the 
Student Center Lobby
f
Applications will be available.
Feb. 9 - Feb. 19th 
Monday - Thursday 
10:00am - 2:00 pm
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THE
HUMAN RELATIONS 
ORGANIZATION 
^^PR ESEN TS^^
THE
SPRING WEEKEND LAD.
,  *  • j »
Sign up: Feb. 16-19, 1981 
9 AM. to 3 P.M. Daily
In the Student Center Lobby. 
The Cost is 520 with on M5C I.D.
Weekend Theme
LOVE
When: March 13, 14, & 15, 1981 
Where: YMCA Comp Speers-Eljabar
Dihgonon’s Ferry, PA.
HRO is a Class One Organization of Your SGA. 
"Students Serving Students."
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S. The Montclarion Thur., Kcb. 12, 1981.
Choice is yours
Much controversy has arisen o f late in regard to the College 
Life Union Board’s (C L U B ) proposed showing o f the infamous 
X-rated movie Deep Throat, on Wed., Feb. 18 at Memorial 
Auditorium.
Everyone from the administration, the SGA, C LU B , and the 
student body have voiced their opinions and discussed the pros 
and cons o f such a viewing. Everything from the exploitation o f 
women, and educational experience, the maturity o f MSC 
students, and such a film’s pure entertainment value have been 
tossed about.
Well, after hearing all the arguments, it has been decided to let 
the show go on.
For this, President Dr. David W.D. Dickson and his 
administrative staff must be given a word o f thanks for their faith 
in the character, judgment, and maturity o f the student body. For 
indeed, they will take their share o f “ heat” from various groups, 
parents, and students, after the showing.
Dickson, who is “ totally against censorship” and feels that it 
denies people freedom and is often hypocritical, views the 
upcoming situation as an experiment that will be carefully 
observed and a conclusion (good or bad) can be reached 
afterwards.
As for the film being an educational experience, 1 think this is 
going a little too far. True, colleges should be places to grow, bur 
if this is what you need to learn, take a course in “ Human 
Sexuality.”
The exploitation of women is always brought up with the topic 
o f pornography. The fact is, however, that not all women feel tnis
way.
As opposed to a form of titillation.as is the case for most men, 
many women look at Xrated movies as a means to witness their 
inhibitions about sex. Our society puts restrictions on what 
“ good” girls should know and not know about sex, and many 
find this one way o f learning about things that are often labeled 
taboo.
What the whole issue comes down to, however, is that the 
movie should be viewed strictly as a form o f entertainment. N o  
one is being forced to go and see it. At this stage o f one’s life, 
people should be able to use their own moral judgment and 
examine their code o f ethics in order to make a’mature decision 
about the matter.
The thing that really facinates me, is that last year, C LU B  
presented the Academy Award winning movie The DeerHunter 
without controversy.
. That movie, which had everything from the cold blooded 
( killing o f innocent women and children to the suicidal game of 
“ Russian Roulette,”  portrayed violence in an explosive, 
overwhelming manner. Violence, can do far more damage to 
human dignity than sex can in its most casual form.
The pinnacle o f violence is death whereas with sex, the pinnacle 
is lo^e. H ow  can the two be compared? Yet, show the bombing 
and the killing and everyone watches and cheers as the “ gooks* 
get their heads blown o ff by our US heroes.
But, display a naked body that isn’t mangled or oozing blood 
and the cheers turn to sighs o f disgust.
When Wednesday night roles around, don’t worry. N o  one is 
going to club you over the head and drag you into Memorial 
Auditorium at 10 pm. Just remember, you can always stay home 
and watch the CBS Wednesday Night Movie ( I ’m sure they’ll 
have something on that’s ‘less fleshy’) or Quincy, ( i f  you’re into 
the after effects o f violence.) The choice is yours.
The Montclarion is a Class One Organization of the SGA.
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On The Rampage/Nora DePalma
Valentine's Day— 
celebrating love
I noticed on my calendar that 
I had another column due, and 
remembered that Valentine’s 
Day was coming up. 1 made a 
note on my calendar to 
remember to write about it. 
The cryptic note on my 
calendar for Feb. 6 said, 
“ Column Due. Remember 
V D .” T his went over reallv 
well with mom and dad, as well 
as my boyfriend who wouldn’t 
go near me for a week.
Yes, it’s that time o f year 
again when Certs sales take a 
giant upward swing, and 
Charlie Brown echoes into his 
hollow mailbox.
H ow  are you celebrating 
Valentine’s Day this year? 
Rtmcmber Valentine’s Day in 
grade school?
The teacher had a bright red 
basket in the front o f the room 
, where everyone dropped in the 
valentines and the classroom 
mailman delivered  them 
around the room. Y ou read the 
ones from the girl you couldn’t 
stand, the new bov that had a 
crush on you, and from your 
own secret heartthrob, while 
downing cupcakes made with a 
tacky colored pink icing, and 
Haiwaian punch. With pink 
cupcake surrounding your lips, 
you would shyly approach the 
unknowing love o f your life
(mine was a fat kid with no 
front teeth) and thank him or 
her for the card.
Y'ou always hear people say 
that for children it s “ puppy 
love.” It is because they are so 
young and immature, people 
explain. O f course, when you 
are a “ grown-up” then it is real 
love. How  do you define what 
is real love? I don’t know about 
you, but I ’ve been in some 
su pposed ly  “ g ro w n -u p ”  
relationships, with some pretty 
immature types that would put 
“ puppy love” to shame.
So then what is real love? A  
hot night at the Peter Pan 
Motel? A  dozen red roses? A 
warm puppy? In honor o f 
Valentine’s Day, I thought I ’d 
conduct a little survey and find 
out what love means to MSC 
students.
Here are the results—
“ Love is the weird feeling 
you get all over, and you know 
its love because you haven’t 
eaten in Bohn Hall Cafeteria 
for over a week,”  one dorm 
resident sighed.
“ Love is when you have 
complete trust and confidence 
in the other person, and you 
can be totally open and 
honest,” an engaged junior 
from Morris Township said.
“ Love is mom doing the
laundry when you come home 
for the weekend,”  an off 
campus resident, lacking 
domestic skills, commented.
“ Love is when he buys me a 
big diamond ring, to go with all 
the other expensive gifts that I 
l o v e , ”  on e  o b v io u s ly  
misguided sophomore said.
“ Love is the first time my 
little nephew in South Jersey 
called me Aunt Winda” Linda 
from Turnersville, NJ said.
“ Love is a 5 foot 5 inch blue 
eyed, brown haired Dachs­
hund fan who is considered a 
very special onc-in-a-million 
girl by a very lucky me,” a 
starry eyed senior history 
major stated.
Whether or not you are 
spending Valentine’s Day with 
a sweetheart, it is a day for 
celebrating everybody’s love. 
A f t e r  c o n s id e r in g  th e  
responses, I thought about 
how I was going to celebrate 
Y’ alentine’s Day this year. 
Saturday will be a day to 
remember my parents in South 
Jersey, my two o ff campus 
roommates, my dachshund, all 
my friends, and one certain 
starry eved senior history 
major. Those people represent
what love means to me.______
Kora DePalma is the managing 
editor of The Montclarion.
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
On Second Thought- Mery I Yourish
I he Ylontclarion I'hur., Teh. 12.I9H1. 9.
MSC: a tough assignment
I he name’s Fearless. Peerless N. 
Fearless. I ’m a private investigator. I 
figured with a name like mine. I ’d better 
get into a tough profession. M y second 
choice was vice president o f  
administration and finance at a college. I 
decided against it. I can’t deal with those 
crazy kids.
M y story? There arc eight million 
stories in the naked city, but I won’t live 
long enough to write them all down. I 
was called into this campus in NJ—in 
Montclair. I never heard o f it until last 
month. Hard to find a parking space. I 
parked on a cop who tried to ticket my 
car.
I walked into the president’s office. 
Plush. Comfortable. Roomy. I wished 
my office in the city were half as big.
“ Let me be brief,”  hesaid. He wasn’t.
I didn’t care. I get paid by the hour.
He wanted me to nose around the 
dorms. He was concerned that some of 
the kids who lived there were fooling 
around. I told him that he didn’t need 
me to tell him that. He said that he was 
thinking o f changing the visitation 
policy, but that colleges can’t do 
anything about anything unless they 
investigate it first. 1 told him that was 
screwy—a waste o f time and money. He 
agreed. Then he told me to start 
investigating.
I staked out a dorm called Webster 
late that night. Figured it would be 
easiest-it’s all female. There was a fire 
drill at 3 am. More guys walked out o f 
there than girls. I think I’m onto 
something.
Stone Hall was next. An all male 
dorm. A fire drill occured at 2 am. 
Nobody came out. There was a floor
party. The kids were all dead drunk.
Freeman Hall was next on my list. 1 
hung out in the lounge all night. Didn’t 
see a thing. I fell asleep. I was awakened 
by some football players who thought I 
was from Trenton State College. They 
tossed me out on my...ear.
Bohn Hall was a bit tougher to 
watch. I had to slop the desk monitors a 
sawbuck to let me in. "I found out later 
that I was robbed. They thought I was a 
professor.
I staked out the ninth floor and 
counted the visitors. One room had 17 
visitors in four hours. I put it down for 
future usage—cr, reference. Then I 
realized it w as the bathroom.
(dove Rd. was the last assignment. I 
kept watch on the 300’s building. I was 
arrested at 4 am by the campus police.
I hey booked me for prowling and
being a Peeping I om. I told them my 
name and business. They laughed so 
hard one o f them broke his belt. Then I 
broke his face.
The president bailed me out. 1 went 
back to work, and finally bribed one o f 
the kids into spilling his guts. It was 
easy. I bought him a six pack.
I went back to the president and gave 
him my report. He was pleased. Hesaid 
something about upholding the fine 
moral heritage o f this college. I stared in 
disbelief. He ignored me.
1 took my paycheck and left the 
office. I was glad to Ik- heading back to 
the city again. That job was one o f the 
strangest I’ve ever had. It’s a crazy 
world. Oh, well. At least it's easier to 
park in the cjitv.
Meryl l  our ish is the associate editor of 
The Montclarion.
Financial aid called unjust
by Phill Karali
“ This administration is going to 
propose cutting back on both the Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grants 
(BEOG ) and the loan programs,” T .H . 
Bell, the new secretary o f education, 
stated two weeks ago. This statement 
obviously indicated that he is new to his 
job and certainly has not assessed the 
situation correctly. Although he is right 
that the BKOG and other loan 
programs should be cut back, students 
in need o f these funds should not be 
penalized. The sacrifice should be 
shouldered by students whose parents 
earn substantial incomes.
In 1977 federal monies allocated to 
these grant programs amounted to $331 
million. Since that time, the figure has 
skyrocketed to $2.2 billion in 1981—a 
six fold increase. This incredible jump is 
due to a 1978 congressional decision to 
eliminate the $30,000 family income 
ceiling established for the programs, 
making all students eligible regardless 
o f the family financial situtation. 
Clearly, the upper-middle class is 
taking advantage o f this give away. 
They take out loans with government
subsidized interest rates, invest the 
money, and make a profit.
Middle income families suffer at the 
hands o f this thoughtless behavior. 
Undoubtedly, middle income families 
will be hurt the most when financial aid 
is cut back proportionately. Such an 
unjust aid system makes for a society in 
which only the upper class income 
families can afford to send their children 
to the “ good”  schools, while less 
fortunate families struggle to send their 
children to adequate colleges.
This situation is contrary to our 
democratic ideals and has reduced our 
time honored “ equal opportunity” 
principle to an empty slogan. 
“ America: The land o f opportunity,” a 
common cry o f past citizens, no longer 
rings true, fiut an equitable solution to 
the problem of rising federal higher 
educational costs exists: simply restore 
the $30,000 income eligibility ceiling.
In the same interview, Bell added that 
“ Education is first and foremost a state 
and local affair.”  This statement 
implicitly expresses the belief that state 
and municipal governments are better 
equipped than the federal government
to allocate and distribute higher 
education financial aid monies. In light 
o f this tenet let us examine the NJ 
I uition Aid Grant (T A G )  program.
The Jan. 29 issue o f The Montclarion 
reported that NJ college students’ 
TAG  allocations would be reduced 20 
percent in the spring 1981 semester. 
Since this type of aid is awarded on a 
yearly basis, the state had promised in 
September 1980 a specified amount to 
each student to cover educational costs 
for the entire academic year.
N ow  the state is taking some o f that 
romised money back "because they 
ave found out they don’t have the 
money. This money is needed by 
students to cover the costs to attend 
college. It seems the state had adopted 
the practices o f a used car salesman.
I f  the colleges can not make up the 
difference, students will be forced to 
cover the expense. Must the state be 
reminded that students apply for 
financial aid because their families 
cannot afford to foot the bill? 
Additionally, if students receiving 
T A G  monies do not submit a tax 
release form by a certain date, the state
will cancel their awards.
No exceptions are made. When 
looking at these facets o f the T A G  
program one must wonder if the 
cutback is punishment for September’s 
student boycott, which was initiated at 
MSG. Incidentally, the state still took 
$1.5 million of the almost $9.5 
million raised from the summer 1980 
tuition hike. And that was a 
compromise! Bell is obviously naive 
and ill-supported in his belief that 
educaion “ is first and foremost a state 
and local affair.”
A  healthv, productive democratic 
society is only possible when its citizens 
are well educated. Indeed, the 
educational system is indicative o f the 
uality o f any society. A  recent New  
ork Times/CBS news poll reported 
that 76 percent o f the people 
interviewed disagreed with Bell and 
believed student aid should not be cut. 
Listen to the people, Bell, they know 
what is good for them.
Tini Karali is a junior political science 
major.
Students speak “Should the N J  board o f higher education be allowed to fire tenured teachers in times o f financial \emer gencies f
“ No, 1 feel the tenured 
policy should be based on the 
professors ability to teach, not 
on the fiscal problems that arc 
w ith in  the ed u ca tion a l 
system.”
Gina Robertiello
business administration 19 S4
“ I think that, some o f the 
teachers should be fired 
anyway, low budget or not, 
because a lot o f tenured 
teachers feel so secure in their 
job that teaching becomes lax.” 
Ray Lattemer
business administration/19S4
“ I don’t think that it is right 
that they be fired. I f  the school 
is on a low budget they should 
look at the teacher and if the 
teacher isn’t that great he 
should be fired.
Cindy Teluso
business administration 19S4
“ Yes, I really don’t agree 
with tenure. It acts as a security 
blanket for low  output 
professors. I think a system has 
to be developed to evaulate 
teachers on the basis o f 
performance.”
Terry Tkaczenko
business administration 19S2
“ No, I think that the 
financial circumstances would 
have to be awfully extreme to 
take such drastic measures.” 
Robert Hildebrandt 
business administration ' 19HS
“ No, once a teacherCarns the 
tenure they shouldn’t have 
their job threatened by the 
board created fiscal problems.”  
Ron Sentkowski 
broadcasting 19S2
by Jim Sexton and Audrey Rosenberg
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Garrett defends MSC's 
grading system
To the editor:
iVlatt Ward presented his readers with 
an often heard complaint—the inability 
o f the present MSC grading system to 
accurately reflect the quality o f a 
student’s work.
lhe scenario Ward presents to us 
appears bn the surface to be a disturbing 
one. How  inequitable it is that two 
students with a .09 differential should 
have to succumb to receiving identical 
letter grades. Recalling his example, one 
student will receive a “ B” with his 
numerical score perched on the edge o f 
an “ A ,” while the second student will 
receive the same mark though his score 
is on the verge o f a “ C ,” but still 
contained on the nadir o f the “ B” range.
Inequitable as it may seem to him. 
Ward fails to present us with a sound 
base for his argument. And still further, 
his logic is wanting as he attempts to 
reason th rough  the apparent 
predicament he faces. I he reader is left 
to assume that Ward agrees with the 
basic educational philosophy ol 
assessing a student’s ability and work 
with a grading scale. 1 rujy, a proper 
intellectual approach realizes that as 
two students arc tw o separate- 
individuals who learn, progress, and 
develop at various rates and styles one 
can not adequately measure them on 
any inflexible numerical scale. Ward, 
along with most institutions of 
learning, fails to address this. *
Ward attempts to discuss the
plausibility o f an enlarged four points 
system. While doing so may alleviate 
the feeling o f insecurity Ward has about 
his grade, it fails to alter the 
philosophical question o f grading. 
Further, it is clear his thoughts on the 
subject did not include the practical 
consequences o f such a move. For 
presently, those who are most 
concerned with these figures—such as 
graduate institutions —convert all 
undergraduate scores to a standard four 
point system.
Therefore, any alteration o f the MSC 
system would be both divergent with 
the main system and inconsequential in 
the long run. ______________
K. Scott Garrett is treasurer of the SC A „
INCAR declareswar 
on US military
To the editor:
In response to the Jan. 29 article 
regarding R O T C  on campus: get lost! 
We, the International Committee 
Against Racism (IN C A R ), declare 
R O T C  our enemy. The US military, 
with all o f its jargon to convince us 
otherwise, is a grossly racist institution. 
The only equal opportunity they have 
to offer is the opportunity to get blown 
inside our. Blacks, hispanics, and other 
minorities arc both drafted and sent to 
the front lines in disproportionately 
higher numbers than whites. Also, 
another way the army rounds people up 
is through the “ economic draft.”  In 
other words, people who cannot get 
hired for a job (mostly minorities) arc-
forced to join the army.
Another trick the government uses is 
patriotism. I his makes people believe 
that Americans arc better than people 
from other countries and that our 
government and military machine is 
somehow less barbaric (disregarding 
what is commonly known, like My Uai 
or I ran during the reign o f the Shah).
Yes, folks, the government (i.e. big 
business) is getting us all ready to fight 
and die in another war. Th ey ’re even 
sending the RO  I C' to our campus. 
Fight back by joining IN C A R  and 
attending out forum on Feb. 12 at noon 
in the Student Center.________________
Laurie Cravatt and Linda 
are members of IN C A R .
SGA overflowing with ideas
by Sonju i Lai
There is a new spirit around the 
country these days, whether it is due to 
a new beginning or a renewed 
patriotism, it is not clear. Here at MSC, 
we begin a new semester. It may seem 
old, the same old lines, the same high 
prices, and the same parking problems. 
I he list goes on, but here is the silver 
lining in your black cloud—the SGA is
ibanning this semester to be one o f its rest yet. SGA? Remember that place 
where you buy stamps, the office with 
the copy machine. \ es, that and a lot 
more. If you need a lawyer, there’s free- 
legal aid. Receive an unfair ticket? Call 
the Board on Transportation Affairs. 
Need a prescription? We have a
subsidized pharmacy program.
Besides the various services, there arc 
also a dozen organizations that program 
school-year-long activities. They 
include beer parties, concerts, lectures, 
movies, dances, plays, publications and 
trips. Some activities are free, almost all 
arc subsidized, if you are an 
undergraduate MSC student, they are 
all open to you.
Don’t forget you have a S24 or more 
per sememster investment in this 
corporation. Utilize the services and 
programs, your fees have already paid 
for them.
This semester also includes SGA 
elections. This vote, determines how 
effectively SGA will continue to
Wilde
Sooperate for the coming year, 
exccrcise your right to vote!
Expect to see your SGA a lot more 
this semester. We are overflowing with 
activities, and this article is your open
invitation to all o f them.______________
Sonjui Lai is the director of pit blie relations.
Send all letters to: T  /T” ____
• •*•**«<
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Foufth floor of the Student Center 
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CLUB'S FIRST MEETING
FOR ALL INFORM ATION 
A N D  DETAILS ABOUT 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
WILL BE HELD O N  
FEB. 17 AT 2PM 
MEETING R O O M  1
CLUB IS A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF YOUR SGA 
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
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'American 
Vision ' display
by R obert Thibautt
A  co lle c t io n  o f  270 
photographs, representing the 
work of more than 250 artists, 
is currently on display in the 
College Gallery located in Life 
Hall. The exhibition, entitled 
American Vision I9S0 and 
sponsored by the National 
Alliance Artists’ Alliance, was 
originally shown at the 
YVashington Square East 
G alleries at N ew  York  
Universtiy (N Y U ) and was 
brought to MSC through the 
work o f Harry Roscnzweig, 
director o f Cultural Program­
ing
R oscn zw eig , an N Y U  
alumnus, said modestly, “ I 
showed my sculpture at N Y U  
and they’ve had the photo­
graphy show for the past two 
years so I just worked from 
there.” Rosenzweig does admit 
however, “ It is an ambitious 
project and this is the first 
attempt to travel it.”
Ih e  photographs were 
selected from 6,000 entries by a 
panel o f i 1 jurors that 
included: editors from Popular 
Photography, Camera 53 Photo 
W o r ld ,  and A m e r i c a n  
Photographer magazines, the 
Curator o f the Metropolitan 
Museum o f Art, and various 
gallery directors and noted 
photographers with 40 artists 
sharing »5,000 prize money. 
Although there is no common 
c en tra l th em e to  th e  
photographs Rosenzweig feels 
that the jurors “ selected the 
images that they felt were 
representative o f American 
1 is ion."
T h e  270 photographs 
selected by the jurors arc as 
divetse as America itself with 
each one representing the 
individual ph otographer’ s 
emotions, imagination, and 
technical skill. The winning 
entry, Barbados, by Merrill 
Roseman o f California, is a 
black and white print o f an old 
women crossing a field near an 
old shack, while the entry o f 
Ellen DenutoofNJ isapunkish 
color print o f a young man and 
women entitled Nick and Gigi 
vvhich was chosen for the 
poster advertising the show.
In addition to Denuto, there 
are 12 other N| artists 
participating in the show 
incliiding MSC' graduate and 
adjunct instru ctor Erik 
Landsbcrg . L a n d sb e rg ’ s 
photograph Maranta Levcon- 
eora—130 Degree Rotation is a 
more rradjtional black and 
white print o f a maranta 
levconeora plant rotated 130 
degrees. “ There is so much 
ta le n t  in N J , ”  n o ted ' 
Rosenzweig.
The exhibition has been 
warmly received by the MSC - 
community. “ The response 
has been excellent,” Rosenz­
weig stated, “ The exhibition 
has attracted attention, and 
enhances the college’s stature 
and image as a center for art.
This show demonstrates the 
ability to excite and interest the 
college community.”
Rosenzweig, while pleased 
with the response o f the show, 
said, “ It hightlights the 
problem that growth inevita­
bly brings. We’re understaffed 
and the show was more 
ambitious than we realized.” 
The problem has been mostly 
physical—a critic from the New 
Mark Times complained that 
some o f the photographs were 
hung too high or too low to be 
properly appreciated. “ We 
don’t have enough space,”  said 
Rosenz w eig— ho wev er, 
monev, or rather the lack o f it,
* has also become a source of 
woe for Rosenzweig.
“ We took the show on the 
premise that we would mail the 
photographs back to the artists 
at the conclusion o f the 
e x h ib i t io n , ”  .e x p la in e d  
Roscnzweig, “ and we don’t 
know.how much that will cost. 
Probaidy around S500.”  
Because o f this Roscnzweig 
said, “ We don’t know if we’ll 
have the money to do it again.” 
The college administration 
has been committed to t the 
development as was evidenced 
by the reception given by 
President Dr. David W.D. 
D ickson  at the form al 
inauguration o f the gallery last 
December. However, because 
of inflation and a projected 
drop in enrollment, and the 
resulting decrease in revenue, 
funds have been limited. 
Rosenzweig, though, feels, “ A 
college gallery has as much 
impact on astudent’s education 
as any course does.” He added, 
“ We're here to provide an 
opportunity for students to 
experience the arts; we should 
be an important priority.” 
Rosenzweig, who’s respon­
sibilities include the booking, 
production and ticket sales for 
all presentations by the 
College’s Center for the Arts, 
feels, “ We need someone to 
curate the gallery as a sole 
pursuit. It’s an art in itself. One 
must be calm.and collected and 
we’re constantly distracted 
with other duties: the box 
o ffic e ; money to raise; 
productions to produce; 
publicity to write; and the 
public to relate to—when - 
people walk in the gallery you 
can't ignore them.”
Busy as they arc, Rosenz­
weig and his small staff o f one 
person, Julie Marchini, do not 
ignore people as they enter the 
gallery. They are very willing 
to be o f assistance and help 
make an enjoyable display like 
American Vision 19H0 that 
much more enjoyable.
American \’ision 19SO runs 
through Eeb. 20. Exhibitions 
scheduled for the remainder of 
the semester are: March 2-27: 
Drawings by “Alice Ay cock; 
April 6-30: New  /ersey High 
School Art; May 4-29: M SP  
Tine Arts Faculty II¡annual 
Exhibitions.
Nick and Gigi by Ellen Denuto
Phoenix tonsoridl parlor by William Abranowicz
Fourth of July by Gerard Lodrigoss
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Touching
by J e n n ife r B utm an
He was driving down the road with a friend when he spotted 
this beautiful girl. “ That’s what 1 am looking for,”  he shouted 
excitedly to his friend. Pulling over he asked her what she was 
doing. She was going to make a phone call. “ Wanna smoke a 
joint?”  he asked and she agreed, climbing into his car. After 
talking with her awhile, he asked to see her again. She called him 
the next day and they saw each other almost every day.
Pete De Pierro, a handsome sophomore with dark curly hair, 
has a “ foxy” girlfriend named T'eri. “ This was six months ago 
and I’m still seeing her. It was the longest time I ’ve ever gone with 
. someone.”  Teri, a prospective model with blonde hair and blue 
eyes is asenior in high school. “ I’vefoundsomeone very special,”  
he adds, with his blue eyes shining.
When asked what he was giving her for Valentine’s Day, he 
answered, “ A  big candy heart, a blouse and a card.”
The first time Pete brought T'eri home, his father pulled him 
aside and asked him if he thought she was too old for him. He 
thought she was about 23 or 24. I said, ‘Dad, she’s 16!’
“ At first it was infatuation. Butshewouldhaveto proveherself 
other tl ai physical beauty. She is very intelligent and does well 
in calculus. She loves to go t& N Y  and see plays and museums. She 
loves the arts. She’s a good artist.”
She is the perfect mother-type he said, “ She’s true, not the kind 
to go gallavanting around. She is an excellent cook and she wants 
to nave children. It’s like an obsession with her!”
Pete and Teri often go horseback riding at his father’s 36 acre 
estate in the Catskills. The vacation house is like a Swiss Chalet set 
on a mountain. “ On the way homeone time, T'eri was sketching a 
valley from memory. Instead o f a horse, she drew a unicorn. 
When 1 questioned her about it, she said there might be one there! 
She loves unicorns and includes them in her other paintings.” 
What Pete loves most is her politeness. “ She is a lady in every 
sense o f the word. She’s honest ;she never lied once. She’s always 
doing things for others and always taking chances. Kverything 
she does tomes from her heart and is done in love.”
T'eri keeps up her whole house. Her father left them and her 
mother is o ff with a boyfriend. There is no organization in the 
house because her older brother and sisters arc only there to eat, 
sleep and parry. “ They take advantage o f T'eri becauset-hey know 
she’ll clean up after them. She has to be more forceful and 
stu bborn.”  Pete is becoming the parent in the house because in his 
calm but firm way he exercises authority. They listen and respect 
him. “ They are still on the child level because there is no authority 
o f a mother or father.”
Pete has confidence in himself that T'eri admires.He has a quick 
mind that analyzes everything and scans all avenues, like his 
father,who is an artist and a writer.
H owever,. Teri doesn’t always admire what Pete says. “ It 
seems like anytime we talk about something we get in an 
argument,”  Pete explains. “ Either that or she tikes things so 
personal and gets defensive. So I don’t say anything, just to keep 
peace.”
“ But I can’t talk to her. I ’ve tried but for some reason I don’t 
want to. The other night I was talking to her sister, and we were 
going on and on about everything for about a half hour. Teri 
started chucking pillows at me. 1 could tell she was mad when she 
walked out o f  the room with that quickness that told me 
something was wrong.”
She was hurt because Pete can talk to everyone else but when it 
comes to her, it’s hard.
“ When I took her to parties, she would get mad at me because I 
would be socializing with everyone. She didn’t like that. She 
wanted me to take her around and show her to my friends.
“ Other times she would want to hear how my day was, what 
my classes were like, and I didn’t feel liketalking about that. I just 
wanted to hold her and kiss her.”
When hetells herthat heloyes her, it is just for that moment. He 
doesn’t want to say forever because he doesn’t know if it will be. 
He tells her that she can see other guys, as long as he doesn’t know 
about it. “ I told her, ‘ If I catch you with another guy, forget you 
ever met me.’ ”  He layed down the law and she has been faithful. 
He wants her to be open to all possibilities because she might find 
one who is better than he. He really doesn’t believe it though, 
since he says he is the best!
“ When I first met her there was such a battle within me, like a 
devil and an angel. M y mind was like a computer dictating what I 
was taught from my parents and society: that our relationship 
should be light, frivolous, easy-going and not getting tied down 
into heavy dating. I didn’t want to get involved. I wanted to put 
o ff serious love for the future and not let it engulf me. But the 
angel part o f me was coming from my heart, wanting to give and 
receive love.”
“ I was at the edge o f a cliff. Will I jump?” Thar would signify a 
commitment that he feels he doesn’t haveto makenow. Heagrees 
that he is keeping her at bay. “ I guess I really don’t want to tell 
everything because I want the relationship to stay the way it is.” 
He doesn’t want her to get closer to him because if she goes away 
to college and he’s not there she won’t be disappointed.
“ One time T'eri was talking about God and wanted to know 
how I felt about Him. I said that if there was a God that’s fine and 
Jesus was only a man. She got all mad and said, ‘H ow  can you say 
that?’ Jesus was the Son o f God.”
hearts: St. Valentine
by J ill Pedreza
A couple who have MSG to thank for their romance are Nancy 
and Keith, both junior business majors.
“ I was going out with Nancy’s best friend,”  Keith tells me with 
a wink one afternoon in rhe Rathskeller.
Nancy caught his eye at a party and after talking, they 
discovered that both were driving to Wildwood the next 
morning. Before the night concluded, Keith arranged for them to 
go together. He also coincidentally rented a house on the same 
street as her’s. So much for Nancy's best friend. For Valentine’s 
Day he is sending Nancy a singing telegram with original lyrics.
ioyce, a junior biology major, met Dave, also an MSG student, en she was 13.
“ He was setting up a pool next door so I put on my bikini and 
ran outside to catch his attention,”  she explains.
Unfortunately, this did not work and Joyce waited seven years 
for the recognition she deserved. Their first date was a Rangers- 
playoff game, the score was tied and Joyce had to use the ladies’ 
room desperately. Dave, being a gentleman, escorted her and 
missed the winning goal. (The Rangers won.)
For Valentine’s Day, the tall slender blonde is buying her beau 
underwear since his brother is always stealing them.
‘ He’s always hiding them at my bouse and my mother is getting 
suspicious,” she added.
Yet another attractive couple, Debbie and Mark, recall how 
they met through a mutual friend in March o f their sophomore 
year. Mark, a junior chemistry major, told me with a boyish grin 
that the first time he saw Debbie he tried to find out who she was. 
Debbie was equally attracted to him and they ended up spending 
most o f their time together.
Debbie remembers last Valentine’s Day; Mark arrived with a 
bottle o f wine in anticipation o f a uuiet evening together. 
Unfortunately, Debbie’s old boyfriend arrived uninvited and 
drunkenly punched a hole in the wall. This Valentine’s Day will 
be spent at their favorite restaurant, the Horn and Musket in 
South Jersey.
But all MSG students do not believe in monogomy. A  student 
who identified himself as Frank told me he was, “ Most definitely 
and absolutely in love...about 17 times a day.” When asked about 
Valentine’s gifts he told me “ Only a select few receive 
something.” He added that last year he was given (among other 
things) a pair o f red bikini underwear.
Not all gifts are enjoyable or appealing though. Sue, a junior 
nutrition major, who met her boyfriend in aparking lot, admitted 
that he is getting “ a slap in the face” for Valentine's Day but 
declined an explanation.
by A m y  L. R osam ilia
“ We went to a massage parlor and w W e  been massaging even since,”  quipped 
. Wendy, who asked that her last name not beused. With a devilish gleam in her eyes, 
the attractive MSC student continued, “ I was in N Y G  doingsomeshopping when 
we met on the street. I was standing in front o f a shop window when Richie 
approached me. Webegantotalk abouttheitems inthe window. Then we went for 
coffee and before you know it, we hit it off.”  The shapely brunette added that they 
visited a legitimate massage parlor but she wouldn’t give the name.
Seated in the Student Genter Gafeteria, Wendy, a senior speech and theater 
major, reminisced about a favorite Valentine's Day. “ I was the envy o f all the girls 
in the sixth grade when Randy, a boy in my class gavemea 15 pound box o f candy. 
I didn’t share it with anyone, not even him. Maybe that’s why he dumped me the 
next week,” she said.
Her hand-knit black sweater contrasted nicely with her fair complexion and blue 
eyes. “ This year I ’m going to get ‘Sugar,’ rhe one I met in N Y , something that 
signifies the meaning o f Valentine’s Day,”  she said laughing. “ Maybe something 
characteristic o f an arrow.”
“ He told me he was going to comeback for me,” Donna Koenig, a junior history 
and anthropology major, recalled how her relationship with her fiancee began. “ I 
had just startea working at the Holiday Inn on Rt. 46 in Wayne. Roger was 
training me as a cashier in their restaurant. One night after work he askedmeout 
but I couldn’t make it. You see, I was working two jobs that night,”  she explained 
as she sipped on a cup o f coffee. “ Roger was leaving for school the next day but he 
said he’d be back in one week. I made sqpe I had o ff that night,” Koenig said, her 
eyes shining.
‘T o r  Valentine’s Day this year I ’m buying him a pair o f ski pants. 1 know it isn’t 
very romantic, but we are going out to dinner. F or the past three years Roger has 
always let me choose which restaurant we’ll goto. I haven’t decided on one yet, but 
you can be sure it will be romantic,”  she said adding, “ He knows he can’t buy me 
any type o f underwear. M y mom would kill him, Koenig laughed.
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ntine's D ay
%  #
by B arbara S p a llitta
St. Valentine’s Day originated sometime around 200 AD, but 
still historians are not quite sure how it all came to be. There seems 
to be some confusion as to who St. Valentine really is since there 
were said to be two martyrs o f the early Christian cnurch who 
were beheaded on Feb. 14. Both were known as St. Valentine.
One was a priest who lived in Rome under the rulcof Claudius 
II during rhe 200’s. He was jailed by the Romans for aiding 
persecuted Christians and beheaded sometime near 270 AD. The 
Christians named a gateway Porto Valentini in Rome after him.
The other St. Valentine was said to be a bishop in the town o f 
Terni near Rome. He was said to have been beheaded for 
converting a Roman family to Christianity in Rome about 27 3 
AD . *
However with the close proximity o f .Terni, 60 miles from 
Rome, it is possible that born St. Valentines were the same man 
who came to be considered two separate persons.
The customs o f the celebrated day are not related to the lives of 
cither St. Valentine, but actually are based on an aneient44oman 
festival known as Lupercalia in which rheyhonored Juno, the 
goddess o f woman and marriage, and Pan, the god o f nature.
The Roman’s celebrated their feast as a lover’s festival for 
young people with each person choosing a partner’s name by 
chance from a box. The partners then exchanged gifts and many 
times courted long after the festival ended, many couples married 
later. In 469 Pope Gelasius changed the festival o f Lupercalia on 
Feb. 15 to the festival o f St. Valentine’s Day on each Feb. 14.
Valentine’s Day is celebrated throughout the world in many 
different ways. In rhe US and in Canada* bright red paper hearts, 
exchanged valentine’s greetings, dances, parties, candy, and 
flowers are all a part o f Valentine’s Day.
Some girls wrote the names of their boyfriends on little scraps 
of paper, and after rolling the papers in clay, they were dropped 
into water. 1 he first name to surface was to be that o f their f uture 
husband. Yet, others pinned five bay leaves in their pillows (one- 
in rhe center and one in each o f the four corners) and believed that 
they would see their future husband in their dreams. Once a girl 
was married, valentine’s customs were no longer a parr o f her life.
In England in the 1700’s, social groups met on the eve o f 
Valentine's Day and each young man drew the name o f his 
partner from a bowl, and then displayed it upon his sleeve. Thus 
the expression,“ He wears his heart on his sleeve," came to be.
V alentine’s Day became popular in the US during the Civil 
War in the 18()0’s when hand made gifts were exchanged. Later, 
candy and flowers became symbols o f affection although no one is 
quite sure when or how they came about.
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He flies through rhe air with the greatest of ease ,
With a bow and arrow in his hands wounding everyone hesees.
H e ’s a babe with long, golden wings,-
And a symbol o f love, and passionate things.
His lipped shaped arrow suspends bows from its quiver.
T o  unsuspecting persons, with its landing, love it will deliver. 
In Greek he is Eros, in Rome he’s the son ,
O f Venus and Mercury and known to everyone.
Today he is known by just one name, let us say,
He is Cupid, the spirit o f St. Valentine’s Day.
_in honor of 
George's 
birthday
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natio n al
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'"StttLodliiyils Sdo^ oong Silty dtemifts™
THE
HUMAN RELATIONS 
ORGANIZATION 
PRESENTS
THE
PRE—WEEKEND 
WORKSHOP
a . ° °
°U'A\ °
C P « '" ^
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¿jidSMOSSCDlilSMmSCBHIStmStSDF
Mon., Feb. 16, 1981
Student Center Meeting Rooms One-Four 
8 P.M.
HRO is a Class One Organization of Your 5GA.
"Students Serving Students."
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C.L.U.B. presents
id « 1'
TONITE
Thursday, Feb. 1.
Admission _  -,
$1.50 w/msc id  S'C. Ballroom
$a. w/out FiRiEE mumohiii
 ^] jp*f Required NJLiquorLisoenses-«»?
C.L.U.B. is a Class One Organization of your S6A.
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PLEDGE
K
DEE« MPFD PSI
The only male professional business fraternity 
on campus. Open to all divisions of 
business students.
PLEDGE MEETINGS Feb. 1 3 1 6 1 7 ,  is, and 20.
------------------------------------------- —  Purple Conference Room
Fourth Floor - Student Center
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Incredible
Shrinking
Housewife
16. The Vlontclarion. Thur., Feb. 12. 1981.
by D eborah  J . Johnson
Caution: The Incredible 
Shrinking Woman may cause 
short spurts o f audience 
la u g h te r  f o l l o w e d  by 
prolonged bouts o f restless­
ness. Proceed to theater at your 
own risk.
U n fo r t u n a t e ly ,  L i l y  
Tomlin's new film suffers from 
taking an amusing idea too far. 
It starts out as a spoof on US 
consumerism. Life revolves 
around the supermarket, which 
in rum revolves around the 
world o f advertising.
Pat Kramer, portrayed by 
Tom lin , is a suburban 
h o u s e w ife  w h o  beg ins 
shrinking in size; the effect o f 
the chemical additives in the 
products she buys. Kramer, 
along with two kids, a 
husband, dog, and Ms. Mom 
license plates, lives in a town 
called  Tasty M eadow s.
Lvcrything about this place is 
pastel colored—the houses, the 
clothes, the cars. It looks like a 
page out o f the Master edition of 
Better Homes and Gardens.
The people here speak to 
each other in commercial catch 
phrases: “ H ey Pat, you 
deserve a break today, and 
“ See how our boat shines?” 
Discussions center around the 
best laundry detergent or 
brand o f cheese spread to buy. 
It is an exaggerated, bur 
hauntingly realistic portrayal 
o f today’s materialistic society.
That Kramer should shrink 
away to virtually nothing in 
such an atmosphere, is a 
wonderful extended metaphor 
(or should we sav shortened?) 
for the housewife’s shrinking 
role in the world. Madison 
Avc. controls her buying 
power more than she realizes.
However, in an effort to
French film
by V ic to ria  S o ttile
Running at a quick clip, the 
beginning o f  Mon Uncle 
d’Amerique appears to be a 
confused flurry o f unrelated 
images, symbols and narrative. 
Upon catching its breath, the 
film unwinds in a very stylish 
way and is a captivating and 
witty film experience.
The seemingly unrelated 
biographies o f three characters, 
a woman and two men, begin 
to click as a story as we follow 
them into a quick run through 
o f their childhoods and early 
adulthoods. However, the 
subtitles (the dialog is in 
Trench) do not always coincide 
with the pictures on the screen.
Frencn director A la in  
Resnais brings to the film a 
Freudian type o f behavioral 
philosophy regarding the 
activities and functions o f men 
and women within society. 
Resnais uses the famed French 
biologist Henri Laborit, sitting 
like a demi-god at his desk 
illustrating his behavioral 
theories by drawing parallels o f 
human behavior to that of 
white laboratory rats. This 
narration often accompanies 
the alternating images o f the 
three characters in various 
situations throughout the film, 
with the rats in their cages, 
supposedly exhibiting the same 
behavior.
Behavior is classified into 
four categories: consumption, 
g ra t if ic a t io n , aggression  
(struggle and flight) and 
inhibition. Leborit describes “ a 
being’s reason for being is to 
be. In other words, to maintain 
its structure.”  Basically, he 
expounds on the existence and 
behavioral patterns o f the 
human being. Simplistic... 
maybe, but in the true style o f
the French intellectual. No 
eyebrow raising revelations, 
but a few good perceptions 
eloquently expounded upon. 
Strong rhetoric need not 
b e lo n g  o n ly  to  g rea t  
politicians. Each o f the 
characters identifies with a 
French film star, and at 
moments o f crisis refer to a 
particular film sequence o f their 
idol within their minds to 
alleviate tension.
Rene (Gerard Depardieu) a 
huge, hulking presence on the 
screen is a peasant farm Ixty 
who abandons his Roman 
Catholic family and their 
arachaic ways to become a 
textile plant manager; he 
imagines himself to be the 
gentle romantic, Jean Cabin. 
Janine (Nicole Garcia) rises 
against her working class 
communist background and 
tearfully leaves her family to 
folfill her dreams o f becoming 
an actress, later becoming a 
fashion designer. In her 
moments o f crisis, images of 
Jean Marais, proud and defiant, 
prance in her head. Jean 
(Roger-Piere) is the sweet 
talking, upper-middle class 
media executive and wishful 
olirician who postulates 
imself as vulnerable Danielle 
Darrieux—always sacrificing 
herself.
These black and white 
images serve as clever devices 
to illustrate man’s dependence 
on fantasy to escape the 
world’s unending calamities.
The three characters arc 
followed throughout various 
stages o f their personal and 
private lives. Rene falls victim 
to a corporate merger, 
eventually losing his job and 
almost his family and sanity, 
despite his attempts to balance 
all three.
Pat (Lily Tomlin) goes grocery shopping--the easy way.
show advertising’s power over 
our choices, the film falls apart, 
to the point where you wish it 
would shrink. With the 
introduction o f the diabolical 
forces o f World Management 
Inc., the movie rakes a Get 
Smart K A O S  twist. It’s the old 
plotting to control the world 
routine, except that it isn’t 
tunny, and neither Max nor 
Agent 99 rush in to save the
day. Instead, a scmnntelligent 
gorilla named Sidney (Richard 
Baker) does.
The Incredible Shrinking 
Woman is not without bright 
spots. The oversized special 
effects arc delightful, especially 
in the scene where Kramer 
walks through the manger 
under the tree on Christmas 
morning.
Tomlin is the perfect choice
to carry the shrinking idea off. 
She plays straight man to 
gigantic props and a gorilla 
without cracking a grin, and 
still gets all the laughs.
However, the movie needs 
more than this. By the time 
Sidney rushed in to save 
Kramer from the hands ol 
World Management Inc., an 
amusing idea has shrunken 
away to pretentiousness.
stylish and witty
Janine and Jean meet and 
become lovers in what becomes 
a tempestuous clashing o f wills; 
hers, his, and his wife’s.
A ll along, the narrative o f 
Leborit with his rats seem to be 
forming the picture of man as 
irrational, im pulsive and 
careless w ith their lives, 
captured i,n the world they 
have created, bur are no longer 
in control of.
There are sequences where 
the humans actually become
rats, dressed in business suits, 
slugging it out in the cage. 
P o s s ib ly  R esn a is  and 
screenwriter, Jean Grualt, are 
suggesting that man has the 
means to rid themselves o f the 
frustration which eventually 
gives Jean kidney stones and 
Rene, ulcers?
As for the American Uncle, 
one will be quite dismayed to 
learn who he is, more so, what 
he represents. Mon Unde 
d’Amerique takes a hard look at
man in society both in 
professional and personal 
situations, and comes up with 
the conclusion that ultimatlcly, 
man must dom inate his 
surroundings and that which 
may cause him torment or 
anxiety. If man does not * 
succeed in his domination, he 
will destroy. 1 he last sequence 
o f the film is a frightening 
glimpse at man falling prey to 
himself and the destruction he 
leaves in his wake.
Keep your hats on— 
M aniac loose in NY
by T im  P o tter
Cheap horror movies have 
been rolling o ff the assembly 
line recently, due to the success 
o f Halloween. Movies such as‘ 
Silent Scream, Mother’s Day, 
and Friday the 13th, all share 
one common theme—brutal 
violence splashed on the silver 
screen, stabbing and decapita­
tion in living color, and visual 
effects real enough to sicken an 
audience. However, these 
appear to be masterpieces o f 
cinema compared to the latest 
“ thriller” —Maniac.
This waste o f film, which is 
supposed to draw the audience 
by placing in its advertisements 
that it is from the distributors 
o f the controversial lx>.\ office 
hit Caligula, is star studded with 
such film immortals as Joe 
Spinell and Caroline Munro.
I he movie centers upon(a N Y  
maniac in a bad mood. He 
stalks young women, scalps 
them, and runs home and puts 
th e ir  sca lp s  on s to r e
mannequins. As all maniacs arc 
expected to do, he then says 
really deep things like “ now 
you are mine, and then 
grunts, a clear sign o f a movie 
madman. A fter stabbing, 
scalping, and blasting a head or 
two o ff with a rifle, he then 
goes  a fte r  a b eau tifu l 
photographer.
He is seen running 
home with a bald 
mannequin which will 
adorn a bloody scalp.
Always the gentleman, the 
maniac first wines and dines the 
woman before chasing her 
through a cemetery. As the 
film progresses, we learn that 
the maniac was treated badly 
by his mother, always the new 
and inventive twist to the 
stalking madman horror flicks.
This movie tends to be a bit 
unbelievable. Perhaps it is 
because he is seen running 
home with a bald mannequin 
which will adorn a bloody 
scalp. Perhaps it is because the 
beautiful photographer had 
dinner with this ugly maniac 
after a five minute conversa­
tion. But what really made me 
dubious as to the reality o f this 
film was the fact that one 
minute the maniac was driving 
into a cem etery during 
daylight, and the next minute 
it’s dark and foggy. Maniac is so 
full o f stereotypes that the 
director must nave studied 
character development by 
watching monster week on the 
4:30 Movie.
I should have taken the 
advice o f the advertisement for 
Maniac—“ I warned you nor to 
go out tonight.”  It certainly is 
food for thought. I would have 
done better by staving home 
and watching The Brady Girls 
Get Married.
t ♦ *4 *  ♦ ♦ 
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'Dogs': All
by V ito  Z iccardi
A  movie doesn’t usually do justice to the book it is adapted 
from and The Dogs of War is no exception. It is hard to follow the 
action. It is also hard to understand tne transitions from onescene 
to the next.
This can dearly be seen right at the beginning o f the movie. 
Fivemen in a jeep race through exploding bombs, gun fireandthe 
general confusion o f refugees trying to get to safety. The five 
come to an airplane, throw off some women and children and get 
on. A ll o f a sudden, the next scene is in an apartment somewhere 
in N YC . H ow  did we get there? No explanation is offered in the 
film.
The movie jumps from scene to scene without any typeoflead. 
It’s like trying to cross a river without the aid o f a bridge. You fall 
in the river, get pulled down by the current and you’re lost. The 
screenplay writers should have used more “ bridges.”
This movie is mostly the fault o f the writers. People were just 
thrown in with no explanation o f who they are and why they are 
there. The main character’s girlfriend is an excellent example. 
Jaime Shannon, the main character, is just back from amission. He 
gives his girlfriend a call and tells her to meet him at a place they 
are both familiar with. She comes, they talk, he asks her to marry 
him, and she suddenly is leaving a motel room and Shannon is in 
bed, alone. She is never heard o f throughout the rest o f the film. 
Why was she thrown into the film? It had nothing to do with the 
plot. The idea was good but the movie wasn’t.
The movie is about a mercenary, Shannon, who is hired to go 
to Zangaro, a ficticious West African country, and take pictures o f 
the fortress where the dictator o f Zangow lives. Shannon is 
discovered, brutally beaten and deported. The man who hired 
Shannon pays him to go back with a mercenary forceof four men. 
The mysterious man also gives him about 24 men from Zangaro 
to help out. Shannon hires his three other men. He buys guns, 
ammunition and rents a boat to take him and his band to ¿angaro. 
Then, he kills everyone and destroys everything with no trou ble.
The cinematography was good. The explosions were vivid and 
colorful. In Dolby stereo it sounded as though the bombs were 
exploding in the theater.
The actor who played Shannon, Christopher Walken, was very 
good. He made Shannon believable, not a super hero you read 
about in comic books. Walkenacted like his character would have. 
His motions, voice and reactions added to the character’s 
credibility. Walken is best known for his role Nick in The Deer 
Hunter, which won him his 1979 Academy Award for Best 
Supporting Actor. It is a shame his talent was wasted on such a 
badly written script as The Dogs of War. Although the quality o f 
the movie could have been better, those who enjoyed Apocalypse 
Now and The Deer Hunter might like this movie. I f  you don’t like 
blood, guns, bombs, profanity and war, don’t waste your timeor
bark and no bite
mvjlr v aKlMTi > * e63*
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A weary band of mercenary soldiers travel by jeep w ith their leader, Jam ie Shannon 
(Christopher Walken).
Let the deceased 
rest peacefully
by S tephen  K an tro w itz
What are legends made of? 
What overwhelming character­
istics lead to a person achieving 
this visionary stature? In Joan 
Crawford’s case, it was her 
incredible acting abilities and 
remarkable talent. But she is no 
longer with us and nothing can 
be done to change that. Perhaps 
the creators o f the new o ff 
B ro a d w a y  m u sica l, A n  
Evening with Joan Crawford 
should have left well enough 
alone._________________________
o f having, Scarlett O ’Hara, but 
unfortunately not get the part. 
She receives an Oscar for her 
stunning perform ance in 
Mildred Pierce, and tries to treat 
her children with a more 
respectable approach.
Lee Sparks, as Crawford, 
delivered his first female role 
with a great amount o f 
efficiency. He didn’t make a
Carticularly good Crawford, ur he made an excellent 
woman. Both his mannerisms 
and vocal characteristics were
had considerable troub le 
reaching the high notes and we 
were forced to listen to his 
voice crack. An attempted 
lullaby did everything bur lull 
the children to sleep.
Other songs fared better. 
Kristine Zbornick, as Lucifer, 
sang a sinisterly appealing song 
about her evil ways. Blame It 
A ll On Me. In Hollywood 
Lullaby, Christopher rambled 
o ff titles o f various famous 
films and characters o f the past. 
Not entirely original, hut
The musical numbers were far more appealing than the performance of 
them. Sparks had considerable trouble reaching the high notes and we 
were forced to listen to his voice crack.
T h e  osten s ib le  s to ry  
involved C raw ford  being 
given a chance to return to 
earth and do over some o f her 
less than proudest moments. 
She has been put on neither 
Ciod’s nor Lucifer’s list and 
both want her as a permanent 
resident. Crawford returns (for 
a rerun) and is reunited with 
her two children, butler, and 
manager. She will audition for 
a role she had always dreamed
Joan Crawford comes to  
l i f e  in o f f - B r o a d w a y  
musical
h ig h ly  c o n v in c in g  and 
impressive. One would barely 
be able to tell his true gender if 
it weren’t for an exaggerated 
pursing o f the lips and other 
subtle facial expressions.
Sparks was at his best in the 
humorous scenes w hen she dclt 
directly with her children, 
Christopher and Christina, and 
her butler. Upon returning to 
earth, she greeted her 1 1 -year- 
old son by saying, “ Good 
God, you’re bald! As the actor, 
Michael J. Hume indeed was. 
Another ribald moment was 
when Craw'ford and company 
anxiously awaited the news o f 
her Oscar award. The moment 
she won was celebrated by the 
audience as well. The entire 
cast sang and danced to a 
“ Charleston esque”  number 
entitled You Arc One o f a 
Kind.
The musical numbers were 
far more appealing than the 
performance o f them. Sparks
clever and spirited, just the 
same.
The set, a synthesis and 
portrayal o f pictures o f 
Craw ford in all o f her greatest 
roles, w as both functional and 
attractive. It constantly 
reminded the audience who 
w as being portrayed and added 
a senseof reality to the fictional 
tale.
Although the play contained 
many moments o f mirth, and 
was quite entertaining, it really 
didn’t work as a w hole, l oo 
many elements didn’t click 
toge th er . Som e o f  the 
performances were good, 
others weren’t as good. Some 
o f the lines were runny, some 
not so funny. The episodic 
plot, mostly derived from 
improvisational techniques, 
sometimes follow'ed nicely, 
sometimes not. An Evening 
with loan Crawford is one that 
1. ngs some pleasure, but it’s 
not one particularly well spent.
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Oi vey! Jazz defies tradition
by Linda M a rte lii
The splendid acting o f 
Laurence Olivier added to by 
X c il D iam ond ’ s musical 
arrangements gave The fizz 
Singer a special touch which 
makes it a delightful movie.
The film is based on Jes 
Robinovich, (Neil Diamond) 
who defies the tradition o f his 
family and tries to make it as a 
jazz singer. H is father, 
(Laurence Olivier) and his 
wife, (Catlin Adams) wanted 
him to follow tradition o f five 
generations and become a 
singer in the synagogue called a 
cantor. Robin, as he was called 
after he shortened his name, 
was torn between his father’s 
ideas, his wife, and his one 
dream o f being a singer.
Robin was offered a job in 
Los Angeles which his wife 
was against himtaking. He also 
knew that his father would be 
upset by the news. During a
party for Father Robinovich’s 
25th year as a cantor Jes said, 
“ Father, I am going to L A  to 
record my songs.”
Father Robinovich piercing­
ly stared over his glasses at his 
son and started to cry, “ You go 
but you will not come back. 
T w o  weeks will go on longer.” 
The Jewish upbringing of 
Robin is a very strong part o f 
his character. Robin docs not 
really enjoy his success because 
of the guilt feelings he has from 
leaving his family.
His manager Alollv, (Lucie 
Arnaz) tells Robin to stop 
worrying about his family and 
just to do what he enjoys.
“ Don’t go through life 
wishing to be something you 
could have been,” Molly said 
 ^to Robin as he stared over the 
balcony that overlooked the 
! sea.
Robin anti his wife break up 
because o f his success and he
becomes involved with Molly. 
He starts to forget about his 
family ties when his father 
suddenly shows up unexpect­
edly.
“ Our people have gone 
through a lot. (io d  spared us. 
So we arc the cantors," Father 
Robinovich tries to convince 
his son. W hen hesa\<’ Molly, he 
stared sternly at them and said, 
as he ripped his shirt, “ I have 
no son. M y son is dead.”
In a final scene, Robin and 
his father comcto an agreement 
on Yom Kippur which means 
the day o f forgiveness. Father 
Robinovich once again calls 
Robin his son, and accepts his 
life as a singer after he sees a 
picture o f his grandson.
Diamond played a better 
part as a singer than as an actor. 
His character was simple and 
came across as believable. I he 
meaning he put into the songs 
when he sang trulv gave him
Talented Humphrey 
energizes concert
by Phillip V . Kavali
Hobbi Humphrey perform­
ed Friday night in Memorial 
Auditorium to a half-filled 
auditorium o f approximately 
500 people. But it certainly 
wasn t because of a bad 
concert, or I might add, poor 
publicity. Humphrey pur on an 
energetic performance in front 
o f an audience that appreciated 
her talents. H u m p h rey , 
originally from Dallas, I X, 
but a native New Yorker for 
the past 10 years, is one o f the 
most talented flute players in 
popular music today. Her 
music is a fusion of jazz 
flavored solos and Rvthmn and 
blues sou l and d is co . 
Humphrey combines her flute 
playing and vocalizing well. 
I ler band, consisting of piano, 
bass guitar, rvthmn guitar, and 
drums performed ably. In a red 
dress, the pretty Humphrey 
began the show with Satin 
Doll, The ( iood I ,ite, a big hit 
for her in 1974, and Harlem 
River Drive. Although the 
songs were very long, they 
were mixed well with solos 
from every member in the band 
a n d fa r f r o m b o r in g .  
Humphrey handled the ballads 
as well as the fast songs. A 
passive, attentive audience 
came to life when Humphrey 
asked them to chant “ love" 
during her last number, a pity, 
because had she stayed longer 
they would have gone wild. 
She handles herself well on 
stage and performed half of a 
drum-flute solo that was 
exciting. She left stage to a 
standing ovation and it was 
unfortunate that she only 
played for a little over an hour.
I lumphrey’s show is infectious 
and one that should be seen.
The opening act brought a 
pleasant surprise in a singer 
named Terry Jones. Jones, a 
second semester freshman at 
\1SC, who is majoring in 
music performance, has 
strong, clear, professional 
voice. Backed bv four voting
men called First Class, Jones 
covered some popular ryrhem 
and b lu es sou l son gs  
impeccably well. The slim, 
attractive freshman hails from 
Scotch Plains and has been 
singing professional! v since 
age 13. Jones, 18, who has 
recently performed at the 
Capitol Theatre in Passaic, 
would like to finish school and 
then seek a career in music. 
During her 25 minute set, she
Nicholai Hel is the most 
interesting and fascinating 
character to come along in 
recent fiction. Hel is the 
creation o f Irevanian in his 
n ew est n o v e l,  Shibum i. 
Irevanian has written a 
spellbinding novel o f love, 
suspense and intrigue. As one 
reviewer stated, Hel is “ the 
perfect assassin o f our times.”
Raised by his aristocratic 
Russian mother, a countess, 
Hel was born in China. His 
foster father, a Japanese 
warrior, instills in Ftcl the 
concept o f shibumi. Shibumi 
literally means the essence of 
beauty. For Hel, it is a personal 
level o f excellence.
Inspired by this concent of 
shibumi, the death of his 
mother, his excellence at an 
ex tra o rd in a r ily  com plex 
oriental game called Co, and 
his foster father’s insistence, 
Hel travels tojapan for further 
study o f the game o f Co under 
one o f the masters.
“ N o  one observing the 
delicate young man standing at 
the rail o f  the rusty  
freighter...as he contemplated 
the two gifts the Cencral had 
given him—these C o  ke, and 
the lifelong goal o f shibumi— 
would have surmised that he 
was destined to become the 
world’s most highly paid
most impressive being a 
rendition o f Stevie Wonder’s 
Lately. Though her stage 
presence was weak, the 
a u d ien ce  e n jo y e d  her 
performance and gave her a 
standing ovation, which she 
followed with an encore. Jones 
is a talent worth watching. 
Overall, the concert was a 
success and credit must be 
given to the Black Student 
Cooperative Union and its 
president Alike Smith.
assassin.”
Hel, unattached to any 
political or national organiza­
tion in the world, operates 
quite freely in every country, 
unmolested by the authorities 
because o f his friend, the 
Cnome. I he Gnome gathers 
information from around the 
world which Hel uses to 
blackmail any country that he 
has to enter. The information 
used is usually quite explosive 
and because o f it, Hel enters 
and exits undisturbed.
The one organ ization , 
hou'ever, that Hel cannot 
defeat or blackmail is T he 
Mother Company. It is a 
supermonolith o f “ espionage 
and economic monopoly.”  Its 
realm o f control extends 
throughout most o f the 
countries o f the world and the 
various organizations in those 
co u n tr ies . The c lass ic  
confrontation o f the novel pits 
Hel against The Mother 
Company.
Utilizing excellent research,
I revanian has provided the 
reader with a short history of 
the oriental and Basque 
cultures as w'dl as a most 
fascinating character—Hel. 
With such excellent novels as 
The Eiger Sanction and The 
Main to his credit, I revanian 
has surpassed all his previous 
efforts with Shibimi: Shibttni is 
I revanian at his best.
performed mostly ballads, the
Trevanian at best
by M a rk  M a lo n ey
his character credibility. He 
sang rock songs, ballads and 
traditional Jewish songs such as 
Adon Olom and Kol Nidre.
O liv ier, as usual, u'as 
magnificent. Fven though he 
was portraying a selfish Jewish 
father that was tearing his son’s 
life apart, he still made you feel 
sympathetic for him through 
his mannerisms and sad, tear 
stained eyes. He gave quick 
stern glances to his son every 
time he was hurt, which made 
him very human.
Arnaz held a carefree 
attitude throughout the movie 
which helped Robin to forget 
about family tics. She was the 
only character that was not 
caught up with tradition.
A dam ’ s character was 
unrealistic. She did not seem to 
be interested in her husband 
but rather his job as a cantor.
1 h e mov ie deal t w i t h J ew is h 
tradition bur could be related to 
all nationalities. The /azz 
Singer is one movie that should 
not be missed.
CENTER FOR THE ARTS 201-893-6«?
Montclair State College
MONtClki» HI
THE ALVIN A ILEY REPERTORY EIMSEMBtE~
FEB. 13 A N D  FEB. 14 AT 8:00 FAI 
FEB. 15 A T  2:30 PM
M EM O RIAL A U D ITO R IU M
$4.00 M O N T C L A IR  S T A T E  C O LLE G E  ST U D E N T , 
F A C U L T Y , STA FF , SENIO R, C IT IZ E N .
$6.00 O TH E R S
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN  
COLLEGE ART GALLERY, LIFE HALL
IT’S NOW PLAYING. 
EVERYWHERE.
For you to see. And experience.
ALTERED STATES
ALTERED STATES' w il l ia m  hurt • b lâ iî? è r o w n
BOB BALABAN • CHARLES HAID 
DANIEL MELNICK -- . ..JOHN C O R lG LlAN O  
SIDNEY A A R O N  ■ S T i r ,  PADDY CHAYEFSKY 
.. ■ HOWARD GOTTFRIED ■ . . . .  KEN RUSSELL
,r70MMj fTT O O lHYSTEafO  I
s * BROOKL YN NASSAU SUFFOLK
JJ  LOEWS ASTON PLAZA« emiMTHST 
8698340
12.2.4.8.8.10
JJUA GEMINI
■  64TH ST *  ?Ml) Art 
832 2720
12.2.4.6.8.10
JJ A CINEMA 5 THEATRE
■  MURRAY HILL
34TH ST NEAR 3RD Art 
685 7652
12.2.4.6.8.10
LOEWS AMERICAN
8283322
INTERB0R0 QUAD
792 2100
LOEWS
paradise triplex
367 1288
S TAUW iSfA NO
RAE TWIN
NEW DORP 9794444
BEVERLY
438 1465 
JF0RTWRY 
238 4200 
KINGSWKY 
645 8588 
KINGS PLAZA 
SOUTH 
253 1110 
MARB0R0 
2324000
ASTORIA
ASTORIA 7261437
LOEWS 
BAY TERRACE
BAYSIDE 
428 4040 
CR0SS8AY
OZONE PARK 
848 1738worn
FOREST HIUS 
I 261-8572 
y  PROSPECT
FLUSHING 
359 1050
FANTASY
ROCK VILLE CENTER 
764 8000 
M ANHASSET
MANHASSn 627 7887
VMEA00WBR00K
EAST MEADOW
7357552
*/ROOSEVELT FIELD
I garoencity 
9 741 4007
JJ SUNRISE SIXPLEX
VALLEY STREAM 
825 5700 
✓ VSYOSSET
*  SVOSSFT 921 5810
mSWHfSTER
J CINEMA
*  PEEKSKILL 737 6262
7 ALMI BAYSH0RE
BATSHORE 665 0200
JEASTHAMPT0N
t EASTHAMPT0N
324 0448
ASHORE
HUNTINGTON 421 5200 
SMITHT0WN MD00R I
NESC0NSE7 7658118
J  IMPERIAL
’ WAPPINGER FALLS 
297 6600
PLAZA
MID0LET0WN 342 1222
'MALL
NANUn 623 6336
comic neu iV GALLE RIA _______________
WHITE PLAINS 997 8198 /FINE ARTS 
M A li ’  WESTPORT 753 2007
NEW ROCHELLE 636 8808 TRANS LUX CINEMA 
/BSMOSS DANBURY 743 2200
V MOVIE LAND J  TRANS LUX CINEMA 
VONKERS 793 0002 T  STAMFORD 324 3100
JJAMBOYSSHPLEX
SATREVIILE 
721 3400
J J  BELLEVUE
UPPER MONTCUUR 
744 1455
BLUE STAR
WATCHONG 322 7007 
ESSO GREEN
W ORANGE 731 7755 
FOX
UNION 964 8977
FREEHOLD
FREEHOLD 462 0600 
J  LOEWS 
HARMON COVE 
QUAD
St CAUCUS 866 1000
J  HUDSON FLAZA
T JERSEY CITY 
433 1100
JM A li CINEMA
BR1CKT0WN 
477 666)
JUA MIDDLETOWN
MIDDLETOWN 
671 1020
MIDDLESO CINEMA
SO PLAINFIELD 
5483100
MORRIS COUNTY MALL
HANOVER TOWNSHIP 
539 7966
OCEAN COUNTY MALL
TOMS RIVER 
240 5095
J  CENTURY PARAMUS
T PARAMUS
843.3830
JROCKAWRY TWELVE
ROC MINA/ TOWNSHIP 
328 0666
JSE/WEW SQUARE
T ASBURY PARK
7758810
SHOWBOAT
fÜG [WATER 
941 3660
1 »ndTOmm «|cñ3|5!5?£r,-
Shampoo,Precision Cut,Blow Dry
Get Acquainted
$8 special
w/Jamie
Tues/V ed/Thurs. on ly
for appointment coll
746-5557 ___ ____
204 Bellevue Ave. Upper Mrcir.Cbehind Carvel)
ATTENTION W O M EN: 
Where Are You Going?
Cosmetics
Can Help You Get There 
Offering you...
Career Opportunities 
full-time or part-time 
For More Information 
Call: 263-678 3 or 666-3874
S APO’s USED BOOKSTORES 
« WILL BE RETURNING i 
\ UNSOLD BOOKS FROM i
\ EEB.16-27 \
\ R E M IN D E R :
C O M E  A N D  G ET 'EM!!
L
APO Is A  Class Four Organization of Your SGA 
"Students Serving Students"
j
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE 
Psychological Services 
DEVELOPING YOUR POTENTIAL
The Psychological Service* Center w ill offer S x  workshop* designed to help student* expend their 
awareness and develop their potential. Eaeh one helps the participants take a close look at one 
dimension of their gves and make whatever changes are necessary. They w ill meet one hour a w eek  
for six weeks. These workshops are in addition to the regular program o f Individual and group 
counseling and psychotherapy offered by the Psychological Services Center.
How to Break Up and Survive
This group w ill focus on overcoming problems people have when they want to end or change a 
relationship w ith someone. Group discussion and assertiveness techniques w ill be utilized.
Time: Fridays at noon, beginning Feb. X7.
Improving Your Achievement Potential
The aim of this workshop Is to teach students to use self-hy nosls and guided imagery to improve their 
levels of achievement motivation and to learn to concentrate on their studies more effectively. 
Time: Fridays at noon, beginning Feb. S7>
Personal Growth
This workshop is designed to help people move tow ard greater self-awareness, self-direction, and 
self-actualizating behavior--toward freedom, productivity, and joy.
Time: Mondays at X pm, beginning Feb. X3.
Problem Drinking
This workshop Is for people who are concerned about their excessive alcohol consumption and who  
are  w illing to take radical measures to control it. We w ill  focus on modifying behavior through the 
use o f relaxation training, group support, and more heathful eating, as w e ll as change in life style. 
Time: Fridays at 1 pm, beginning Feb. X7.
Stress and Relaxation
This group is for people who want to learn to handle stress and anxiety. By learning how  to control 
your body and relax you w ill learn the most effective w ay  to combat the effects of stress and anxiety. 
Time: Mondays at X pm, beginning Feb. X3. t
Test Anxiety
This Is a group fo r those students w ho become especially nervous before or during an exam. Several 
methods w ill be  discussed that may help to reduce this tension.
Time: Thursdays at 1 pm, beginning Feb. Xb.
To sign up for these workshops come to 
Psychological Services 
Annex E, Room 9 
Extension SX ll (Mrs. Day, Sec’y )
North Jersey Women’s 
Health Organization
« — ;----------------- ------------ -----------------------*
North Jersey
Gynecological Center
450  H A M B U R G  T U R N P I K E  
W A Y N E .  N J  0 7 4 7 0
• VD Screening
•  Pregnancy Testing
•  Abortion Counselling 
•Birth Control
Information
278-4500 I
ABORTION SERVICES
FREE P R EG N A N C Y  TE S TIN G
A bortion  Procedures 
B irth  C o n tro l Counseling 
S teriliza tion Procedures mF „ Y l
Complete u _W
Gynecological Care *  ~  *
c a ll 37 5 -06 00  For Im m a d la t*  A p p t
¡LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR 
«OURS 9AM-5PM MON -SAT AMPLE PARKING 
_C40 UNION AVE, SUITE 1M, IRVINGTON, N j '
THE MONTCLARION
Wo ift/an t vnn
Women's Choice
ANEW
Reproductive Health 
Center Designed 
for Women
F R E E  pregnancy tests 
F R E E  counseling 
A B O R T I O N  by board
certified gynecologists
One Low Fee •  Strictly Confidential
489-2266
10 Zabriskie Street, Hackensack
z r in rv n rr trr tn n rc in n n n n n n n m m n r^ ^
FREE
A Brash
($3.50 Value)
, With 
H y  PRECISION
HAIRCUT 
at
HEADLINES
isssssssssssisssssstsosssssnisssssssisssmigsssssissninssssmssnsssssiisinniiMistnjisooseessssssiss«
Fridays
(Thru February 
with ad)
785-1590 
122 Main Street 
Little Falls, NJ
IXJLSLXXSLAASJL£AA.ULHUULSL*JL9JUUlSLASL1I.1l£9L!L UAftJUUUULt.
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Thur., Feb. 12, 1981 
CLUB: Presents Pegasus, at this 
semester’s first parry at 8 pm in the 
Student ('enter Ballrooms, SI.50 
with II) and S2 without. Must be 
19 or older.
M A R K  R A PPAPORT :  A
filmmaker, will show his recent 
16mm, 76 minute, color film The 
Scenic Route. In the past seven • 
years, Mark Rappaport has made 
five narrative feature length 
films. The Scenic Route was chosen 
by the British Film Institute as 
“ The most orig ina l and 
imaginative film in 1978." The 
film spins the talc of a woman 
named Fstelle, her younger sister, 
and the man who completes their 
triangle. It is a tale told through the 
baroque vocabulary of ovcrinfla- 
ted emotion, a vocabulary 
inflected by such fertile sources as 
grand opera, classical painting, and 
Vicrorian melodrama in its satiric- 
recitation of the foibles of 
romance.
SGA NEWS: Hath week Phil 
karali will be interviewing 
different members of the SG A and 
getting their views on the different 
issues concerning our campus 
every T hursday at 5:45 pm on 
WMSC 90.3 fm.
VIDEOTAPE: The Cure a 1916 
Charlie Chaplin film shown in 
Sprague Library at MSC, 20 
minutes. Conference Room 1 of 
the nonprint media department, 
free. Contact: Bob Richardson 
893-5119.
W M S C ------9 0 . 3 F M :  Wax
Museum—(6-7 pm) Kvery week a 
different band is featured with host 
Pete Fcinstcin. Director’s Choicc- 
-(7-8 pm) Rhythm and blues with 
hosts Paul I). Brown and Rodney 
Baltimore.
Fri., Feb. 13. 1981 
M E E T I N G :  O rgan ization  
meeting of the society of the 
fantastic in the Math Science 
Building Room 118 at 2 pm.
DANCE: Alvin Ailcy Repertory 
F. n s e m b I e . A t M em orial 
Auditorium, MSC. Admission: S6 
standard; S4 senior citizens and 
students. Also held Fri., Feb. 14 at 
8 pm and F'cb. 15 at 2:30 pm. 
Contact: cultural programing 893- 
51 1 2.
WM$C 90.3 FM: Big Band 
Show (6-7 pm) with host Steve 
Dudasik. Polka Parry (7-8 pm) 
with hosts F’d T'imek and Drew 
Pavlica. ProgressiveJazz(8-l pm) 
with hosts Paul I). Brown and 
Rodney Baltimore.
Fri., Feb. 13. 1981 
Meeting: For all interested in 
joining and for returning old 
members of thcCcograpliy Club 4 
pm in Russ Hall Lounge.
Sat.. Feb. 14. 1981 
COFFEEHOUSE: Sponsored by 
the MSC Jewish Student Union. 
At the 5 M YWHA of Metropoli­
tan, NJ, 760 Northficld Avc., 
West Orange, NJ. Admission: S2 
to benefit United Jewish Appeal. 
Contact: Joy Kurland 893-5280. 
W M S C  9 0 . 3  FM Latin 
Perspectives (5-7 pm) Latin news, 
public affairs and music! With host 
Howard Sunshine Rodriguez. 
Mon.. Feb. 16. 1981. 
WORKSHOP: A preweekend 
workshop sponsored bv the 
I luman Relations Organization, 8 
pm in Student Center Meeting 
Rooms l-4. Free admission. 
Refreshments served.
MEETING: First general meeting 
and lecture: The Myth of the feivish 
American Princess and Other 
Stereotypes. Presented by Susan 
Schneider, feminist, journalist, and 
executive editor and founder of 
I . i l i th a Jewish women’ s 
magazine. In Student Center 
Ballroom C, at 8 pm. F'rce 
admission. Contact: Jewish 
Student Union 893-5280.
MEETING: General membership 
meeting of the Jewish Student 
Union in Student Center Ballroom 
C, 8 pm. F'rce admission. 
Refreshments served.
CINA: Help CINA celebrate 
Washington’s birthday and come 
to a meeting. Flvcrvonc is 
welcome, 4:30 pm in the Purple 
Conference Room, Student 
Center.
PARTY: A wine and cheese party 
sponsored by the Iota Gamma A’i 
Sorority. Clove Rd. Apt. 109B 
from 7-11 pm.
Tues., Feb. 17,1981. 
M EETING: General board 
meeting of the College Life Union 
Board at 4 pm in Student Center 
Meeting Room 2.
CINEMA CLASSIC A: Scarlet 
Street starring F’ritz Lang. 
Commentator: John Skillcn, film 
librarian, Montclair Public 
Library. Russ Hall lounge, MSC. 
F'rce admission. Contact: Lmnta 
F'antonc 746-1432.
Wed.. Feb. 18. 1981. 
WOMEN'S CENTER: Enjoying 
Wine presented by Denise Lcprc, 
Northern New Jersey State Sales 
Manager, T he Wine Spectrum. 
Math Science Building Room 116 
at noon. F'rce admission. Conracr: 
Women’s ('enter 893-5106.
PUBLIC TELESCOPE NIGHT:
Flvery clear Wednesday, to 
observe the moon, planets, stars 
and constellations. In front o f the 
Math Science Building. F'rec 
admission. Contact: Dr. West 893- 
4166.
MEETING: photography club 
meeting in the Student Center 
Purple Conference Room, fourth 
floor at 4 pm. All are welcome.
CLUB: Presents Rock R o l l  
High School at 8 pfti in Memorial 
Auditorium, $2 admission.e *•
Thur., Feb. 19, 1981.
ART FORUM LECTURE: Golda 
Lewis, artist papermakcr, will 
present slides of comtcmporary 
artists w ork ing in hand 
papermaking. She will also show 
her own work and speak about her 
experiences setting up a 
papermaking laboratory in 1957. 
Calcia Auditorium, - 3-4:50 pm. 
F'rce admission. Contact: Patricia 
Lay 893-4307.
TEACHER PREP: Deadline for 
a p p ly in g  to the spring 
semester “ T eacher Preparation 
Program” is T hursday, February 
19, 1981. The program of courses 
leads to teacher certification. 
Interested students should apply at 
their departmental offices for 
acceptance to the program. F'or 
more information, contact Dr. 
Anne C. Castcns, coordinator, 
teacher admissions, in her office at 
A A -102 or at 893-5161.
RECITAL: Heather Stewart, 
student, clarinet. McFachern 
Music Building. Free admission. 
Contact: Laura Woodson 893- 
4237.
SATURDAY GYMNASTICS 
WORKSHOP: Register by Mon., 
March 2, 1981 for consecutive
Saturdays, March 14- May --3. 
Conducted by Dr. Joseph l oth ot 
rhe MSC physical education 
department, for boys and girls ages 
6-18. All areas of gymnastics 
presented, with emphasis on 
individual achievement. Ages 6- 
12 attend from 9-10:50 am, ages
Panzer Gym. Fee: S84- includes 
tuition and insurance.
"TY P IN G ^O N ^T ^^aeT taT^  tions, term papers, eto. Knowledge of most 
atvle manuals. Upper Montclair offlee.Phone 
|> 746-9010 9-5PM
13-18 from II am-12:45 pm. Upper Montolair, NJ
Fashion Show 
and Dance
FASHION
EXPO 81
Feb. 19,1981. 
8 P.M.
Student Center Ballroom 
Donation Price $3.
Fashion Show Dance 
Music by D.J. Frank
Proceeds To Establish Scholarship Fund.
The MSC United Jewish Appeal Cam paign
sponsors a
q
Date: Feb. 14,1981 
Place: YW -YMHA of 
Metro, NJ.
760 Northfleld Ave. 
West Orange, NJ
Time: 8:30 pm-midnite 
Cost: $2.00 
(all proceeds go to 
UJA. There will be no 
solicitation.)
C o m e to  the "Y” an d  relax, 
m eet new people, 
enjoy live entertainm ent by 
Aaron Leitner, an d  
team  ab o u t UJA. 
Refreshments will b e  served.
For further info call 
JSU -  893-5280. Z
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WANTED: Chemisrry book 
entitled, General College Chemistry 
sixth edition by Keenan, 
Kleinfelter and Wood. Ifwillingto 
sell call Carolyn at 893-4396.
WANTED: Parttime and fulltime 
dishwashers. Apply in Stern’s in 
Willowbrook Mall.
WANTED: People interested in 
traveling to Florida or Bermuda 
over spring recess at discount 
prices. Call 942-3979.
WANTED: Pen pal for a 19-year- 
old male. Please write to Peter 
Schaffer, Box 25 Flather Hall 
Catholic University Washington, 
DC, 20064.
WANTED: Responsible student 
with typing skills, ability to deal 
pleasantly with people, some 
bookkeeping (will train) to work 
for music preparatory training in 
arts management. Work study 
funding necessary now. Contact 
Sheila McKenna 893-4443.
Do you like this face?
If so, come 
and find out 
about the...
RIDING
CLUB.
‘P  .
\ 0 '
0 0 VÖ ß °
. 0
• 0 '
00
c$Q)
A Class II Organization of the SGAJnc
MAKE YOUR MOVE TO
VI ____,
otionz
N. J.'s HOTTEST NEW DANCE ROCK CLUB
GRAND OPENING WEEKEND
Lucky FRIDAY, the 13th & Valentines, SAT. the 14th
Peat •jr na He L IV
Friday, 13th
East-West Recording Stars
THE BANGS
+  ic Between all sets *  ★
N. J.’s BEST DANCE ROCK DJ
formery of D’JAIS, BELMAR 
MEADOWBROOK & 
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
New '$(/ave Qands
Saturday 14th 
Valentines Jam 
Triple Show
THE SMITHEREENS
THE COLORS
HUMANS FROM EARTH
Direct from the 
Uncle Floyd TV Show
Friday’s broadcast
N-J/r FIRST N Y STYLE WAVECLUB
3 Èoonrr, 2 B o r i ,  (p ia n i D ance FI O O T \  G- me Poom
M O TIO NZ AT TMF CORONET
925 Springfield Avenue, Irvington. N. J. «3/DlbUU
LOCATED DIRECTLY OVER THE PARKWAY AT EXIT 143
OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI., SAT.
EVERY THURSDAY COLLEGE NITE 
Heinekens-$1. ALL NITE!!1 
Reduced Admission-$2
Admît 2 FREE with this Card
WANTED: Anyone interested in 
commuting with me from 
Plainfield/Dunelien area and 
vicinity. Please call 968-3553 
Thursday-Sunday and ask for 
Diane.
ATTENTION: Persons who were 
in Gail Diem’s “ Health for 
Personal Living’’ spring 1980ar 8 
pm. Please contact Pete at 773- 
8227.
ATTENTION: Freshmen or all 
others interesred in a gratifying, 
selfsatisfying experience: The 
N eighborhood  Day Care 
Center,Inc. of 30 Maple Ave. in 
Montclair needs your help as 
performers, substitutes, teachers, 
and volunteers. If you have any 
talents in social work, music, art, 
physical education, dance, French, 
nutrition, and would like to share 
them with this grear cause please 
contact Mrs. Snipes at 744-4228. 
Great for the resume!
DANCE: There will be a 
Hungarian folk dance party Feb. 14 
at 220 4thSt., Passaic. Instruction, 
music, and guest folk artists. 
Admission $4. For further 
information call Berr at 473-0013 
or 471-3274 in pm.
HELP: Save the columnist! Join 
my petition drive to help me save 
“ On Second Thought.’ ’ Write 
letters! Call! Help me save my 
column. Thank you, Meryl 
Yourish.
PERSONAL: Lon, No fancy 
phrases ora bigto-do, just a simple 
1 Love You. (Sec, I ’m a poet too!) 
Paul.
PERSONAL: Spock, Happy 
Valentine’s Day, Huk-a-poo. 
Millions and forever, Burt.
PERSONAL: "The Big M"~
I hanks for making the last three 
and one-half months so special. 
Happy V a len tin e ’ s Day! 
Love,“ !,.”
PERSONAL: To mv LE, only 
170 days left until our dream 
:omes true! Happy Valentine’s 
Jay—I love you! Your MA.
PERSONAL: J.C.P. When I 
said that I loved you, I meant that 1 
love you forever. Happy 
Valentine’s Day. Love, I..T.S.
PERSONAL: BooBoo, be my 
valentine. 1 don’t care if you’retoo 
young for me. I love Kitties. Your 
secret admirer.
PERSONAL: Kiddo, You’re 
every man in the world to me 
you’re my fantasy you’re my 
reality. You’re every man in the 
world to me;you’re everything to 
me! Happy Valentine's Day- 
Love, Nippers.
FOR SALE: Seldom used albums, 
$5 each, limited supply. Call 348- 
6292 after 5 pm ask for Debbie or 
Mike.
FOR SALE: 1971 Beetle auto 
excellent condition, asking 
S 1.950, call 687-3384.
FOR SALE: 19^Beetle auto in 
mint condition.,.. Fomes with an 
am/fm cassette^sking $3,250 
call 687-3384.
FOR SALE: 1971 Duster, engine 
needs work, three speed 
transmission. Call 1 om at 838- 
9339 and leave phone number.
FOR SALE: Quarter and Morgan 
horses. Must sell Quarter horse, 7- 
year-old show horse with 
excellent personality. Asking 
$3,500. call Les at 746-7834.
FOR SALE: Brooks astroturf 
shoes, white and black with suede 
Brooks emblem. Available in sizes 
7-13 for $27 a pair. Alsoavailable 
are white, red.or blue baseball 
spikes with white stripe. Contact 
Tim at 893-4726, Clove Rd. 
Apts.. 302C.
TYPING: Do you have typing 
that needs to be done? For fast and 
accurate service at $ 1 per page call 
595-6131.
TYPING: Fast and efficient 
typing done at low rates. Call 235- 
1046.
PROSE: All forms of original 
prose (stories, essays, drama, 
articles) wanted for the spring 
prose issue. Deadline March 6. 
Quarterly 893-4410 fourth floor' 
Student Center
M EETING: Interested in 
conservation club, recycling, 
backpacking or campus cleanups? 
Come join us, all are welcome! Life 
Hall Room 200 Wed. Feb. 18 at 2 
pm.
"ERSONAL: Moo sweetheart ! 
told you one year ago that 
everything would work out. Our 
love won after all—I love vou. 
Moosie.
PERSONAL: Happy V alentine’s 
Day Al, Rob, Brendcn. Chris, Dr. 
I om. Your favorite guppy, Susan.
PERSONAL: Bob, You are very 
special and one in a million! Happy 
1 Valentine's Day! This is your 
midweek present. Love always, 
the dachshund fan.
PERSONAL: Happy Valentine’s 
Day kitten. Puppy loves you.
PERSONAL: Joe, Thoughts of 
you arc in my heart forever. 
Happy Valentine’s Day! Love, 
Lauren.
PERSONAL: Georgia, my 
favorite state. From, movie 
madness.
PERSONAL: To those handsome 
guys in Freeman 104 and 102. 
Welcome to your new home. 
Happy Valentine's Day. Love, 
Lana.
PERSONAL: Bro: Thanks for a 
good time. Happy Valentine’s 
Day. Love, Chief.
PERSONAL: Hi Sweetie! Please 
be my valenrinetoday and forever. 
Please be my valentine till the 12th 
of never. Love, Diz.
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by Ann M arie  M iskew icz
Kris Kirchner and Joanne 
Burke combined lor 41 points 
to lead Rutgers University 
( R U )  over M SU  90-63 
I'nesday niglir in \ e w  
Brunswick.
\ 1 S (3 came out fighting and 
kept the game close for die first 
10 minutes, but midway 
through the first half, RU 
showed \vh\’ they were the 
fourth ranked ream in the 
nation as they picked apart 
MSU's 1-3-1 zone defense on 
backdoor plays to 6 foot 4 inch 
center Kirchner, who finished 
the game with 19 points.
W ith four minutes remaining 
in the first half and MSC ’ down 
34-23, RU reeled o ff 10
straight points to take a 44-25 
ha lftim e lead into the 
loekerroom.
.MSC' had opportunities 
throughout the game to 
capitalize on RU turnovers, 
but as a team they shot 32 
percent from the field missing 
key shots under the basket. 
I he Squaws tried to work the 
ball inside for the layup, bur 
many times they had the open 
shot from the outside but 
seemed unsure whether or not 
to rake it.
1 he Squaws also had trouble 
boxing out and rebounding 
against a taller RU squad. \ISU 
w as ourrebounded 66-41 with 
20 of the rebounds being pulled 
down by Kirchner.
In the second halt, the tempo
of the game picket! up with 
both teams exchanging baskets 
bur A ISC J could not make up 
the 19 point gap. A t one point 
early in the second half, MSC 
shut off RU from scoring for 
three minutes on some fine 
-defensive play by sophomore 
I races- Brown, bur the closest 
rlicv brought the score was 50- 
37.'
I he Scarlet Knights, with a 
stronger bench than MSU, just 
kept pouring it on outscoring 
MSU 21-1(1 in the last six 
minutes of the game to up their 
record to 18-3. Burke came off 
the bench to pace the Knights 
with 22 points, while MSU's 
Brown captured game high 
scoring honors with 26 points.
Rutgers' home streak extended to 38
The I.ady Knights o f 
Rutgers and the Squaws of 
MSU tangled for the eighth 
time in a series last Tuesday 
night w hich traces its origins to 
the 1974-75 season. MSU 
holds a 5-3 series lead, but the 
I.ady Knights have won the 
last three games contested 
including Tuesday night’s 90- 
63 victory. .MSC won once in 
1974-75 (87-63), 1975-76
(75-52), 1976-77 (79-74), and 
twice during the 1977-78 
campaign by scores o f 84-64 
and 82-78. The I.ady Knights 
claimed their first win in 
197879 by a 79-73 margin and 
again prevailed last \ ear bv an 
83-73 tally.
Rutgers now owns a 18-3
record and a fourth place 
national ranking. The I.ady 
Knights have lost to top ranked 
Louisiana Tech (67-60 ), 
Maryland (80-69), and second 
ranked Old Dominion (90,-61 ). 
MSU stands at 13-8 and is 
unranked.
R u t g e r s h a s w o n 3 8 
consecutive home games, 
excluding exhibition contests, 
since Nov. 29, 1978 w hen the 
I.ady Knights claimed a 68-61 
victor)’ over Tordham. Also 
included in that streak, one o f 
the nation’s longest, is a perfect 
28-0 record at the Rutgers 
Athletic ('enter.
Two Scarlet players, senior 
center Kris Kirchner and junior
forw ard June Olkowski, have 
been nominated for the 1981 
Wade Trophy, an award 
emblematic of the nation’s 
finest wom en’s collegiate 
basketball player. Kirchner 
was a nominee last season while 
playing for Maryland and 
Olkowski is iqi tor the honor 
for the first time. Senior 
forward Joanne Burke was a 
Wade ’Trophy finalist a year 
ago for thel.ady Knights. The 
last two Wade Trophies have 
been won by former OKI 
Domi n i on  great  Nancy  
I.eiberman. Uarol Blazejowski 
o f MSU won the initial Wade
’Trophy._______________________
Courtesy of sports ¡ufornietioii 
department, Rut tiers University
PUFF Basketball
Leading scorer Tracey Brown unloads one of her 26  points 
over a fa l l en Lady Knight last Tuesday night in New  
Brunswick.
Scoreboard 
lights up 
Panzer Gym
IMumberfour Rutgers 
routs Squaws,90-63
Shooting Contest
Wed. , Feb. 18th at Noon
$15 — First Prize 
$10 — 2nd Prize 
$5 — 3rd Prize
^  Meadowltmds Night ^
Tuesday, Feb, 17th
$1.00 Includes admission,free program,
seat, & free bus.
Leaves at 6:45 pm 
in front of Panzer Gym.
For more info, call SILC at 893*5245
SILC is a Class One Organization of your SGA.
P LA T E R  FO U L
T t AM LOLLS TEAM FOULS
by Bob Lanza
The newest attraction down in Panzer Gym  these days is the 
recently purchased scoreboard. There is nothing particular ly 
fancy about the scoreboard; it’s not going to shoot fireworks 
cvcrytimc Tracy Brown hits a jump shot or when Pete Glacy 
jams one home. It’s just atypical scoreboard sandwiched between 
two roster boards used for putting up the names o f players from 
the home and visiting teams.
The scoreboard cost approximately S3,000. The money was 
obtained from state appropriated funds that are set aside for just 
such expenses.
“ We ordered the scoreboard about a year and a half ago,” 
William Dioguardi, dircctorof athletics said. “  The company that 
we ordered it from, flooded out twice and then was sold,”  he 
added.
Dioguardi said that the old scoreboard has not been put to rest.
“ It was taken by another school so they could, as they say, 
cannibalize it,”  he said.
The average life expectancy o f a board is about 20 years. A 
fiberglass cover will be put over this board to protect it from 
damage caused by balls hitting it.
t& T T ’
MSC's  new scoreboard shows the Squaws early 3 2 -2 2  
lead over Seton Hall. The Squaws eventually lostthe game 
5 1 -50 .
Grapplers
by Mike Ritz
The MSC wrestling team, led by two pins from Rodney Smith 
and Chuck Bronder, defeated FairleighDick inson University 
(FDU/Teaneck) 26-17 in a dual meet last week. Both Smith and 
Bronder improved their chances at a National Collegiate Athletic 
Association regional berth with their victories.
After an opening match forfeit, Smith (6-5) got his pin to even 
the score at six. He built up a 17-4 lead before he stopped Hafez 
Moussavian at :51 o f the final period, f  ollowing another FDU 
victory, Dan DaCunto (8-7-1) came up with a 6-6 draw. Gary 
Kevrajian o f FDU decisioned Dave Drozjock (7-6-1) 7-3 to 
boost their team lead to 14-8.
The Indians gained control o f the match with four straight wins 
o f their own. Ed Allemand (1-11) started things o ff with a forfeit 
win at 158. John Antosiewicz (9-8) and Pat Fazzini ( 1 -8) came 
up with decisions over their FD U  opponents to put MSC in the 
lead, 20-14. Bronder put the match away with his fall at 1:43 o f 
the first period. F D U ’s heavyweight Matt Ghaffari upset Art 
Sopelsa ( 14-4) 8-5 to end the match. Sopelsa, one o f the top rated 
heavyweights in division III competition, suffered only his fourth 
loss o f the year.
In another match, the Indians traveled to Frentón StareCollege 
(TS C ) and returned with a convincing 42-7 loss to the hands o f the 
Lions. FSC is ranked within the top five teams in division III 
wrestling in the country. Smith and Sopelsa were the only Indians 
to salvage team points for MSC.
Smith rolled up the points'on T S C ’sJoel Branhañ but could not 
come up with the pin. The final score ended at 21-9 with Smith 
getting a major five point decision. The heavyweight match was 
the most exciting match o f the day with Sopelsa and T S C ’s 
Mickey Atkins battling to a 1-1 tie. Sopelsa escaped early in the 
second period to take a 1-0 lead, but failed to control Atkins in the 
final period to end the bout in a tie._________________________ .___
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wrap up FDU
Pat Fazzini buries his opponent's face in the mat in last week's victory over FDU.
Smoke Signals
Sixteen in a row
The twelve little Indians o f the MSC men’s JV basketball team 
extended their unbeaten streak to 16 with an 81-60 rout o f 
Trenton StateCollege(TSC) last Saturday night at Panzer Gym. 
Ciregg Spann led the Tribe’s offensive charge with 25 points, 
many or which were scored in spectacular fashion—diving, 
spinning, and twisting his way to the hoop.
With just four games remaining in their season, the Indians 
could very well become MSC’s first perfect team this season.
Foul shooting aids Squaws
The MSC women’s JV basketball team converted five out o f 
six foul shots in the overtime period to give them a 62-55 victory 
over William Paterson College Saturday afternoon.
With one minute remaining in regulation time, sophomore 
guard Lisa DiBisceglie connected on a key jumps hot from thetop 
of the key to knot the score at 49 and to send it into overtime. 
JoAnn W'orbetz led the Squaws with 19 points, followed by 
Barbara Reu with, 13 and DiBisceglie with 11.
Blaze burns up WBL
Former MSC all-American Carol Blazejowski is burning up 
the Women’s Professional Basketball League (W B L ) in her 
rookie season.
The “ Blaze,”  one o f three NJ Gems chosen to the W B L ’s West 
all-star team last week, currently leads theleaguein scoring with a 
29.6 average. She is also among the leaders in field goalpercentage 
(fourth), freethrow percentage (third), steals (fifth), and 
rebounding ( 1 0 th).
Joan Hayes displays the form, that gave her the school 
record of 8 .0  on the balance beam.
Appendicitis fells Jeffery
Former MSC guard Jill Jeffrey has been placed on the inactive 
list o f the NJ Gems due to an appendix operation. Jeffrey at 5 foot 
is the smallest player to score a point in organized professional 
basketball for women.
“ We’re hoping to have Jill back on the bench soon,” said Gem 
Coach Kathy Mosolino. “ Even thought she won’t be in uniform, 
we still need her leadership.”
A night at the races
The Student Intramural and Leisure Council (S ILC ) will be 
sponsoring a Meadowlands night on Tue., Feb. 17. The price o f 
the tickets are $ 1  and it includes admission to the grandstand, free 
program, seat and free bus transportation. The bus will leave from 
Panzer Gym  at 6:45 pm sharp. For more information, contact 
SILC at 893-5245.
Hayes sets MSC record
The MSC gymnastics team split .their meet last Eridav at 
Panzer Gym  scoring 115.15 to Towson State College’s 125.8 
and the University o f Connecticut’s 111.4.
Senior Joan Hayes set an MSC record with an 8.0 on the 
balance beam and set a personal season high with an all-around 
score o f 29.2.
Other standouts for the Squaws included freshman Stephany 
Grabowski on the uneven parellel bars and Donna DeKluy ver in 
the floor exercises.
Tennis meeting
There will be a meeting for all men interested in going out for 
the 1981 varsity tennis team on F’ ri. F eb., 13 at 4 pm in the lobby 
of Panzer Gym. F or more information, contact Chet Mazula at 
746-2363.
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Indians scalp Lions,75-56
Barry, Mann lead Tribe to 10th victory
Hill assumes 
major role
On any given night when 
the MSC men’s basketball team 
takes the court, one may see a 5 
foot 7 inch, red and white blur 
diving head first across the 
wooden court, speeding over 
the end line and crashing 
through photographers, doors, 
and anything else that will slow 
his momentum, or taking a seat 
on someone’s lap in the fourth 
row following a loose ball 
chase.
If this happens, don’t worry. 
It’s not some fan gone berserk 
or a suicidal maniac loose in the 
gym. It’s just M SC’s captain 
Fred Hill doing what he does 
best—hustling.
“ I dive a lot and sometimes I 
end up in the stands,” Hill 
remarked from the bench in 
Panzer Gym  after turning in a 
spectacular performance last 
Saturday night vs Trenton 
State College. “ M y  father 
always taught me to hustle; to 
give 100 percent. I ’m not very 
big (5 feet 7 inches, 160 
pounds )  so I have to 
compensate,” the blond haired, 
Verona native explained.
T he MSC senior grew up in 
a family o f athletes. His father 
is M SC’s head football and 
baseball coach, Fred Hill, and 
his brother Jim plays baseball 
for MSC. Hill also has four 
sisters who are cheerleaders.
“ Sports were never forced 
on me- they just came 
naturally,”  Hill noted. “ When 
I was young I lived in a 
p l a y g r o u n d .  I p l a y e d  
everything—football, basket­
ball, baseball,”  he explained.
When asked why he chose 
basketball o f the three since his 
father coaches the other two, 
Hill stated,”  I played all three 
up until my sophomore year at 
Verona High School. I liked 
basketball the best, but at the 
time it was my worst sport. I 
guess I had something to prove 
so I dedicated all o f my time to 
basketball,”  the 2 1 -year-old 
business major said.
Hill has nothing but praise 
for his present coach, Ollie 
Gelston. “ He’s one of the 
smartest technicians that I ’ve 3 
ever known in basketball,”  he S. 
noted. >
The MSC captain sees w 
himself in a greater role now ° ! 
that Jeff Johnson, former 
cocaptain, is no longer with the a  
Tribe. “ I feel that I was always 
a leader,” Hill stated. “ W ith ’JJ' 
gone, I’ ll have to both score 
and rebound more. Instead of 
averaging four points a game,
I’ll have to get between eight 
and 10,”  the MSC playmaker 
said.
One o f the biggest surprises 
o f H ill’s career was his
Captain Fred Hi 11 drives through tw o TSC p layers and launches a shot. Hi 11 fee Is that he 
must score more now that Je ff Johnson has left the team.
selection to last year’s all­
conference team. “ I was Very 
surprised. Most o f the other 
players chosen scored in 
d o u b l e  f i g u r e s , ”  H i l l  
commented. “ M y  role is to run 
the team as a ballhandler and to
play tough defense, not to 
score. Therefore, it was a big 
honor to be selected,”  Hill, 
M SC’s Outstanding Defensive 
Player o f the Year in 1979-80, 
said.
After graduation, Hill hopes
to go to graduate school and 
get a shot at coaching on the big 
time college level to see what 
it’s like. “ After that I ’d like to 
pursue a career in business,”  he 
concluded.
Paul Huegel
by Paul Huegel
For weeks now, Coach Ollie 
Gelston has been stressing the 
need for better rebounding and 
scoring from his guards. Well, 
last Saturday night at Panzer 
Gym, his Indians ( 1 0-9) 
Finally put it all together in a 
75-56 rout o f Trenton State 
College (TS C ).
“ We received our best 
shooting night from the 
guards,”  Gelston pointed out 
after the game. “When both 
Barry and Hill are hitting, 
nobody can afford to sit back 
and play a zone,” he explained 
in reference to his two high 
scorers o f the night.
Kevin Barry, M SC ’s leading 
scorer since the departure o f 
Jeff Johnson, was high on the 
night with 20 points. Captain 
Fred Hill hit for 12, all in the 
first half, to give the Indians a 
42-27 lead that was never 
challenged.
A s  fo r  the T r i b e ’ s 
unexpec t ed  r eb ou n d i ng  
dominance, Gelston sited the 
efforts o f his 6 foot 5 inch, 
bearded forward Chris Mann. 
“ Tonight he played with great 
intensity and desire,”  he said. 
“ I think after his performance 
ronight (14 rebounds—a game 
high) he has gained an
enormous amount o f confid­
ence,”  Gelston added.
The game, which part o f the 
450 MSC partisan called 
“ dull,”  started out as an 
exchange of baskets by both 
teams and the Indians appeared 
to be headed for another down 
to the wire shootout. The 
Tribe’s defense, however, 
began to double cover the man 
with the ball and forced the 
Lions to take poor percentage, 
outside shots.
I SC’s poor foul shooting— 
14-26 on the night—greatly 
aided the Tribe.
At 7:30 of the first half, 
Barrv hit two foul shots to give 
MSC a 10 point lead that the 
Indians never looked back on. 
As the second half began, I SC 
quickly tried to press the 
Tribe’s guards but to no avail.
“ We did things tonight, 
offensively, that we haven’t 
done all year,”  Gelston 
Commented. “ I think we’re 
finally learning to play without 
JJ,” ’ he added.
Gelston utilized his entire 
bench vs the Lions and 
received total efforts- from 
everyone, including reserve 
guard Larry Mangino who 
was put in with a minute to 
play.
“ Mangino does amazing 
things for team unity,”  
Gelston stated. “ He never 
complains about his lack of 
playing time and is always the 
first one on the court for 
practice. He’s a marvelous kid 
with a marvelous attitude,” the 
coach stressed.
With 38 seconds remaining 
in Saturday’s game, the MSC 
bench was standing and 
rooting for Mangino to score. 
Signs o f  disappointment 
echoed from the bench,
however, when guard Brian 
O ’Connell and forward Tom  
Bianchi took the last two shots 
o f  the game, depr iv ing 
Mangino o f his first points—an 
obvious example o f what 
Gelston mentioned later on.
The Indians next home game 
is against William Paterson 
College on T’ue., Feb. 17 at 8 
ppi in Panzer Gym. The 
contest could be a key game in 
determining whether or not 
MSC will make the playoffs 
this season.
MSC-71
O ’Connell 4-0-Ì3,Barry 9-2-20, 
H ill 1-2-12, Mangino 0-0-0, 
Coe I -2-4,Riche 1-1-3, Man1,2- 
2-6, Durkac 4-1-9, Cha mra 2- 
0-4, Clary 1-1-3, Bianchi 3-0-6, 
Totals: 32-11-71.
T S C -16
Frake 0-2-2, Winters 0-0-0, 
Sch midi 1-0-2, Faleskt 1-6-2, 
Martin 1-6-13, Swope 7-0-14, 
Puhalski 2-0-4. Nally 3-3-19, 
Dilger 0-2-2, DiCrescenzo 1-1- 
3, Nolan 0-0-0, 'Totals: 21-14- 
U.
